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Accreditation Becomes Our PETS Program
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In 1974, The Humane Society of the United States launched its Accreditation Program, designed to assist local humane societies and animal-control agencies in achieving those standards
regarded to be necessary in conducting and maintaining an effective animal-welfare program in
their respective communities. Embracing both sheltering and non-sheltering organizations, this
program was undertaken by eighty local organizations, with twenty-two of these receiving accreditation at one time or another. Though this program was enthusiastically embraced by these
few organizations, it was clear that it was not reaching the vast majority of those needing and
desiring some kind of assistance from The HSUS. Primarily because of the rigorous nature of the
accreditation standards, coupled with frequent changes in local staff and directors, most organizations found it difficult to achieve these standards within the time frame required. Additionally,
those most needing improvement in their program and operations did not even pursue accreditation, knowing it would be virtually impossible to achieve.
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Acknowledging the limitations of the Accreditation Program, The HSUS is pleased to announce
its new Professional Education and Training Services (PETS), a program designed to facilitate a
much broader participation by those organizations seeking to improve their programming and administrative effectiveness. Rather than requiring participating organizations to attain specific
operating and programming standards before receiving HSUS recognition, the new PETS program will focus on providing training for executive directors and/or shelter managers. These threeday, structured, professional education and training seminars will include pre- and post-testing,
culminating in the certification of those participants successfully completing this program. Immediately following this certification, the organizations these individuals serve will be provided
the opportunity to commit themselves to the following professional standards for animal sheltering and control established by The HSUS:
• Opposes the release of shelter animals for use in biomedical research or other forms of
experimentation and does not itself release animals for this purpose.
• Restricts the adoption of animals to responsible owners and requires the spaying and
neutering of all adopted dogs and cats.
• Utilizes a humane method of euthanasia-as defined by The HSUS-administered by
trained, competent personnel.
• Conducts a continuous and effective humane education program to motivate responsible behavior toward animals and cultivate a sensitivity to their needs, utilizing its
sheltering facility for educational purposes; and periodically evaluates its programs to
ensure the accomplishment of specific objectives.
• Conducts a continuous animal-rescue service program, unless provided by another
agency in the community.
• Conducts an effective cruelty-investigation program, unless provided by another agency in the community.
• Conforms to the HSUS guidelines for shelter policies and shelter operation.
• Keeps its board and staff members informed regarding state and national animal-welfare issues and
legislation pertaining to the protection and welfare
of animals.
Organizations so pledging will be provided a certificate
listing these standards and bearing the HSUS logo for
display in their office or shelter. It is our hope and belief
that this new program will greatly enhance the quality
and effectiveness of our mutual efforts to protect and
care for those countless animals that have no companionship but ours.
John A. Hoyt
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A New Look
Children & Animals is the new title of the teachers' magazine produced by The HSUS's education
division, the National Association
for the Advancement of Humane
Education (NAAHE). Children &
Animals (formerly Humane Education) now has more animal-related
activities for teachers to use with
their students than ever before.
"I was very impressed with the
number of ready-to-use activities
in the new issue," observed Kathryn Anderson, second grade teacher at Battleground Elementary
School in Lincolnton, N.C., and
1985's National Humane Education Teacher of the Year. ''Teachers
have very busy schedules," she
commented, "and it's nice to find a
source of activities like this that
you can just pick up and use right
away."
You can give a gift subscription
to Children & Animals to your local
school, humane society educator,
scout troop leader, or favorite teacher for just $10 per year. Write to
NAAHE, Box 362, East Haddam,
CT 06423.

Less Suffering for Beauty
The cosmetic industry has reduced significantly the use of animals in acute oral safety testing of
its products, according to a recently completed Cosmetic, Toiletry, and
Fragrance Association (CTF A) survey. This seventy-five-to-ninetypercent reduction in animal testing
has been achieved by discontinuing
the use of the Classical LD50 test
and substituting instead the LimitValue test. The Limit-Value test
involves only 10 to 20 rodents, compared to 40 to 200 rodents required
by the LD50 test.
The LD50 is an acute oral toxicity test that was developed in 1927
as a standard for testing highly
toxic biologic drug ingredients. It
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Move Over, Santa

ChiJ&ren
Animals

Emotions, a division of the Mattel Corporation, announces the arrival of a Christmas "Snuggles The
Seal.'' This holiday version of our
popular seal mascot (see the Winter
and Spring 1985 HSUS News)
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"Snuggles The Seal": dressed for Christmas, he is helping The HSUS.

wears a festive red-and-green cap
and scarf. As is the case with the
original "Snuggles," Emotions is
offering every purchaser of the
Christmas "Snuggles The Seal"
the opportunity to contribute to
The HSUS's efforts to save seals.
For each purchaser who returns the
special hang tag, Emotions will
donate fifty cents to The HSUS.
Look for the Christmas ''Snuggles" in specialty-gift shops at
Christmastime. (The original "Snuggles" is still available in department stores and other retail store
outlets.)

Cast-Off Cat Goes to
Governor's Mansion
"' A Sugar-Free
Halloween Treat

• Preventing Heartache:
Appropriate and·
Inappropriate Pets

• What Causes Cruelty?

• Reading and Writing:
Getting Parents
lnvol~d

Children & Animals is NAAHE's new Humane Education

was universally accepted by the
scientific and regulatory communities as the benchmark toxicity test.
Some cosmetic manufacturers had
changed from the LD50 test because of confusion over Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) requirements. After intense pressure
from animal-welfare activists, in
1983, the industry asked FDA to
clarify those requirements and to
accept other, equally appropriate
test data. Animal-welfare proponents joined in this request.
FDA confirmed that it did notrequire the LD50 for all toxicity
evaluations. The CTFA board of
directors then released a statement
encouraging the industry ''not to
use the LD50 test except in those
cases where this specific test is essential to provide appropriate assur·

ance of consumer safety." The industry as a whole has now changed
to the Limit-Value test.
Coordinator of the "Coalition to
Abolish the LD50" Henry Spira
said, ''We congratulate CTFA member companies for phasing down
animal suffering. We urge that this
initiative spread to all other industries and look for the day when
there is no more animal testing."
Mr. Spira has spearheaded the fight
against the LD50 for four years.
HSUS Director of Laboratory
Animal Welfare Dr. John McArdle
agreed: "This is a positive, pro·
gressive response to the concerns
of the animal-welfare community
and an important milestone toward
achieving the goal of replacing all
uses of animals in product-safety
testing."
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After adopting a cat from the Ingham County Humane Society, Michigan's first lady, Paula Blanchard,
has joined the ranks of enthusiastic
humane society supporters. According to columnist Jim Hough of the
Lansing (Michigan) State J oumal,
the wife of Gov. James Blanchard
wanted a kitten as a companion for
the first family's black Labrador
retriever, Abby. When Mrs. Blanchard arrived at the Ingham County shelter, she found a sad young
boy and his mother about to give
up the family's white kitten. Mrs.
Blanchard adopted the kitten on
the spot. Max (christened by the
Blanchards' son) has proceeded to
make himself at home in the governor's residence. Despite temporarily misplacing the governor's contact lens case and falling into a
bathtub full of water, Max has
completely won over Mrs. Blanchard, who is also full of praise for the
humane society. "I was impressed
by the fact that they won't let just
anyone adopt a pet.. .. I'm on the
humane society mailing list now,
and I intend to remain a good supporter of the program," she said.
Now, has anyone asked whether
Max is a Democrat or Republican?
The Humane Society News • Fall1985

Max supervises his boss, Gov. Blanchard.
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UPDATE
Research Granted

Bells Ring for HSUS

Former N AAHE research associate Vanessa Malcarne has been
selected by the Delta Society of
Renton, Wash., as the recipient of
the Boris Levinson Memorial Research Award and other monies for
her research on childhood experiences with companion animals. Ms.
Malcarne, now a graduate student
in the Department of Psychology
at the University of Vermont, will
be studying the quantity and quality of individuals' childhood experiences with companion animals and
the impact of those experiences on
the development of attitudes, reasoning, and behavior towards animals and people.
The Delta Society serves as a national educational, research, and
service center on the interactions
between people and animals.

Italian architect Paolo Soleri has
created a series of wind bells to
symbolize the struggle to preserve
the natural world and fight manmade ills. Each bell in this "Ring a
Bell for a Cause" series represents
a different problem of particular interest to the creator: child abuse,
world hunger, violence, nuclear
weapon deployment, and the destruction of forests, water, wildlife,
and other resources. Soleri has
created for The HSUS a "Save the
Whale" bell, pictured here, and a
"Care for the Wildlife" bell, with a
pelican motif. For every bell sold,
Soleri's Cosanti Foundation will
donate fifteen percent of the price
to The HSUS.
The whale bell is ceramic and
br~nze and is twenty-six inches
long. Each bell is $80.00 plus $8.00
for shipping and handling. (Arizona
residents must add $5.60 in sales
tax.) Contact Cosanti Originals,
6433 Doubletree Road, Scottsdale,
AZ 85253.

Animal-Rights Run

Soleri creates a ringing tribute to an
embattled species.

New Look for
"Pet Action Line"
Don't be confused if you tune in
to "Pet Action Line" on public
broadcasting system stations in
October and find "Living With Animals" instead. We plan to change
"Pet Action Line" into a show with
a new, faster-paced, magazine format with more stories and more
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variety in every show. This new
show is "Living With Animals."
Host H.l. "Sonny" Bloch will go
on location every week for in-depth
reports on what is happening in the
world of animals. Pet care tips,
celebrity features, humane issues
here and abroad, and much more
will be covered in this new series.
Look for more information on "Living With Animals" in the next issue of the HSUS News.

Animal-rights activist Ron Sadowsky should be on the last third
of his cross-country run from Boston to Los Angeles about now. A
marathon runner from St. Paul,
Minn., Mr. Sadowsky began his
run on the Fourth of July and plans
to be in L.A. by mid-December.
His long-distance feat is an attempt to focus attention on animal
abuse and publicize the many
groups working across the country
to end animal suffering. Sponsored
by the Animal Rights Coalition,
Mr. Sadowsky plans to hit Denver
on October 4, Seattle on November
15, and Los Angeles on December
15.
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A crate of cats is loaded into a trailer
pulled by a University of Mississippi
Medical Center vehicle at Ripley Trade
Days.

Slave Traders Sidetracked
In the Summer 1985 HSUS
News, we reported that The HSUS
had filed an administrative complaint against the University of
Mississippi Medical School, charging that institution with several
violations of the Animal Welfare
Act. The complaint came after an
HSUS investigator observed the

Don't Let a Dealer Send
Your Lost Pet to Research!
The USDA has a list of registered research facilities throughout
the country available to the general
public at no charge. As part of the
HSUS campaign to halt the animal
slave trade, we urge anyone who
has lost a pet to contact the research facilities in his or her area in
case that animal has ended up in
one of them. ''Animal Welfare: List
of Registered Research Facilities"
is available through the Consumer
Information Center, Pueblo, CO
81009 or through the Animal Care
Staff, USDA, Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service (Veterinary Services), Federal Center Building, Hyattsville, MD 20762.
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overcrowded and inhumane conditions under which university animal buyers, purchasing dogs and
cats for research at a Ripley, Miss.,
flea market, were housing and
transporting animals.
In a letter to University of
Mississippi Chancellor R. Gerald
Turner, HSUS President John A.
Hoyt outlined the reasons for the
action and included a description of
the scene witnessed by our investigator. Among other things, university animal buyers had crammed
some forty large adult dogs into a
horse trailer and had been seen
packing four cats into a cage measuring one-and-a-half feet by three
feet.
Mr. Hoyt went on to describe the
pitiful conditions and brutal treatment that animals en route to research are often forced to endure.
"As long as there is a market for
random-source dogs as provided
by the University of Mississippi,
the inhumane conditions will continue to exist," he stated. "It is unconscionable that a major and prominent institution of higher learning
would directly contribute to and
perpetuate such blatant acts of
cruelty."

Since our investigation into university practices, there have been
two significant developments. On
July 18, Mr. Hoyt received a letter
from Chancellor Turner, stating that
the University of Mississippi Medical Center would no longer purchase animals at Ripley-the university's principle source of dogs
and cats. And, much to the dismay
and grumbling of dog dealers in the
Mississippi area, the university has
kept its promise. Since early July,
university animal buyers have not
attended the Ripley Trade Days
flea market.
After we filed our complaint with
the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), we received a formal
notice from the director of the
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS), the division
of USDA responsible for enforcement of the Animal Welfare Act,
assuring us that the investigation
of university practices at Ripley
would continue.
The HSUS is hopeful that both
the university and APHIS will
keep their promises and, in so doing, help dry up outlets for the
helpless victims of the animal slave
trade.
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Art, Animal Welfare,
and the Congressional Community Meet on Capitol Hill

On June 6, The HSUS took part in
opening a unique art exhibit in the
Cannon House Rotunda of the House
of Representatives on Capitol Hill.
Cosponsored by The HSUS and the
Congressional Spouses' Caucus on Environmental and Animal Protection,
"Animals in Art" depicted the beauty, mystery, and dignity of animals in
sculpture, painting, and photography.
Professionally mounted and displayed
against the backdrop of the rotunda's
marble pillars, the more than eighty
separate works were persuasive evidence that the welfare and preservation of all animals is a worthy goal for
individuals and government leaders.
Free-standing, life-sized molded seals
and smaller sculptures of bison, walrus, and fragile shore birds on pedestals were interspersed among mounted
paintings of acrylic, watercolor, oil,
and pastel. A variety of artistic styles,
representational and abstract, were
represented by the eighteen artists
chosen for the exhibit. Open to the
public seven days a week during the
busy tourist weeks of June 7 through
June 26, "Animals in Art" drew hundreds of Capitol Hill visitors. HSUS
President John A. Hoyt noted, "The
exhibit was a tremendous way to honor animals as well as our relationship
to them."
6

HSUS President John A. Hoyt (second from left) and Vice President Patricia Forkan join
Reps. James M Jeffords and Tom Lantos in admiring Diana Guest Manning's sculptured
horse heads, part of the "Animals in Art" exhibit.

and Robert Vavra; and painters Roger
Tory Peterson, Richard Ellis, Guy
Joseph Coheleach, Robert Bateman,
Thaddeus Krumeich, Charles Ray, Al
Kettler, Veronica Balogh, Nancy Hamilton, Reuben Ward Binks, and HSUS
staff member Gail Ann Eisnitz.
The project was the idea of Mrs.
Annette Lantos, wife of California
Congressman Tom Lantos and one of
the founding members of The Congressional Spouses' Caucus on Environmental and Animal Protection.
The caucus is a bipartisan group of
:'! spouses of members or former memiii
';;""' bers of Congress who are drawn to0:: gether by their shared interest in
~ preserving and protecting the natural
.;: environment and fostering animal
8 welfare. Other founders include Nancy Hamilton, who exhibited a selection of her own paintings, Marjorie
Paul Jeynes 's "Walrus," a bronze on a
black marble base, was one of the most adWylie, and Helen Hooper McCloskey.
mired animal sculptures.
Mrs. Lantos commented, ''Art is a
powerful medium to express feelings
and convey ideas. Our 'Animals in
Contributing to the exhibit were
Art' exhibit is an effort to help us see
sculptors George D. O'Neill, Jr., Paul
our identity with all life. Through the
J eynes, and Diana Guest Manning;
recognition of this kinship, we can exphotographers Leonard Lee Rue, Jr.,
pand our concern and extend our proLeonard Lee Rue, III, Richard Lakin,

George D. O'Neill's seals and Diana Guest Manning's horse heads were part of an impressive display in the Capitol Rotunda.

tection to all living creatures."
During the opening ceremonies, Mr.
Hoyt made a special presentation on
behalf of The HSUS of certificates
of appreciation to fourteen members
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of Congress who have been instrumental in passing or introducing animalwelfare legislation. Accepting their
awards in person were The Honorables:

Richard Lakin's horse photographs met
with an enthusiastic response while on display in the rotunda.

Barbara Boxer of California
George E. Brown, Jr., of California
Bill Green of New York
Andrew Jacobs, Jr., of Indiana
James M. Jeffords of Vermont
Tom Lantos of California
Robert J. Mrazek of New York
Charlie Rose of North Carolina
Claudine Schneider of Rhode Island
Patricia Schroeder of Colorado
Lawrence J. Smith of Florida
Robert G. Torricelli of New Jersey
Bruce F. Vento of Minnesota
Doug Walgren of Pennsylvania

Also honored but unable to attend
the rotunda ceremonies were Anthony
C. Beilenson of California; Mario
Biaggi of New York; Don Bonker of
Washington; James J. Howard of
New Jersey; Robert A. Roe of New
Jersey; Henry A. Waxman of California; Sidney R. Yates of Illinois; and
C.W. Bill Young of Florida.
~
Among those present at the June 6
Jl opening were Ms. Brook Speidel and
~ Mr. John Mosher of The HSUS's
~ board of directors, local news anchor~ man Bob McBride, several animalPresident Hoyt presents a certificate of appreciation to Rep. Claudine Schneider as Ms.
welfare leaders, and a number of conNancy Hamilton (left) and Mrs. Annette Lantos (third from left) look on.
gressional aides.
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A New Program Emphasizes the People
Who· Make Animal Control Work

by Deborah L. Reed

A CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA. • •

H

ow often have you wished for a
simple yet significant Christmas gift
far a friend or relative, one that would
subtly convey your concern and
compliment the recipient on his or her
sensitivity and love for animals?
Membership in The Humane Society of
the United States is such a gift.

In an age when holidays overstate,
overstress, and overtax your budget, give
a simple gift with a potent message:
Animals are important and we are
responsible for their welfare.
Each gift membership in The HSUS is just
$10, $18 for a family (tax-deductible).
If you don't belong to The HSUS, why
not give yourself a gift of membership?

I understand that each recipient will receive
a one-year subscription to The HSUS News,
voting-membership privileges, and CloseUp Reports during the year.

Enclose $10 for each individual membership ($18 for family). We shall inform each
recipient of your gift.

Please enter a one-year membership in The HSUS.
Please total your order here: __ one-year membership(s) at SlO each. s__ Total
Send gift to:
MY NAME

N;\ME

MY ADDRESS

ADD nESS

CITY

Send gift to:

STATE

ZIP

CITY

Send gift to:

(Please print)

NAME

NAME

ADDRESS

i\DDRESS

CITY

ST;\TE

ZIP

(!'lease print)

CITY

STATL

ZIP

STATE

ZIP

(f'!euse print)

1986 will mark the beginning of a welcome new HSUS program
for the training of shelter management and executive staff members.
Acting on our strongly held belief
that professionally trained humane
and animal-control staff are the linchpin of successful community animal
programs, we have created PETS,
Professional Education and Training
Services. PETS replaces the HSUS
accreditation program, which focused
on the achievements of humane societies and animal-control agencies. Its
creation is our acknowledgment of the
fact that it is the people who staff and
manage those agencies who promulgate the humane ethic by putting it
into practice on a day-to-day basis.
Certainly, the careful process of accreditation has helped many animal
organizations nationwide to make significant changes in their operations
and, thus, distinguish them from less
professionally run organizations. "Organizations' willingness to meet the
high standards of the HSUS accreditation program has shown their commitment to the professionalism that
today's work in animal welfare demands," said Phyllis Wright, HSUS
vice president of companion animals.
However, animal organizations increasingly have realized the importance of applying the same professional standards of conduct to personnel
-those who staff community animal
programs required by industry, the
private sector, and government. They
know that increased professionalism
fosters greater public recognition of
and support for animal-related programs and legislation.
The Humane Society News • Fall1985

A love of animals
isn't enough for
successful shelter
management. The
PETS program
will give executive
directors and
managers
professional tools
to maximize their
effectiveness in
solving animal
problems.
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Adoption counselors,
shelter workers, and
cruelty investigators
will continue to
benefit from the
Animal Control
Academy's sessions.

The PETS program will consist of
three-day seminars tailored specifically to the needs of executive directors and shelter managers of both
private and municipal animal organizations. Under the direction of Bar-

bara Cassidy-LaBuda, newly appointed director of animal sheltering and
control, the program will provide indepth training offered by experts
within and outside The HSUS itself.
Seminars will cover such topics as

thanasia technicians. It will maintain
its own schedule of sessions, under
the direction of Bill Smith, from Tuscaloosa, Ala.)
"We chose a three-day format for
the PETS program because that is
just about as long as a senior manager
or director can be away from his or
her shelter at a time," explains Ms.
Cassidy-LaBuda. "These will be intensive, demanding, rewarding sessions for everyone- us included!"
Seminars will be held in one or more
of the seven regions served by HSUS
regional offices. The first seminar is

New Program, New Director
Barbara Cassidy-LaBuda, HSUS
director of animal sheltering and control, is enthusiastic about PETS.
"In my sixteen years of animalprofessional work, I've seen firsthand how hardworking and wellmeaning people often have not
known how to compete in the 'outside' professional world. This lack
can seriously harm an organization's public image and success,"
she says.
The new PETS director has managed a shelter, organized workshops
and annual meetings, advised shelters, and worked actively on behalf
of state legislation as public affairs
administrator for the New York
State Humane Association. Ms. Cassidy-LaBuda believes the PETS
program combines the most up-todate resources and information from
The HSUS with a flexible, nonthreatening approach to individual participants' needs and concerns. "We
were not reaching as many organizations as we had hoped with the accreditation program,'' she explains.
"We found ourselves trying to guide
organizations at all stages of development that wished to improve their
operations, regardless of whether
they were ready for accreditation
or not. Now, these same improvements will be achieved through the
10

increased professionalism of individuals who can make changes through
their organizations in community
animal control and sheltering at a
pace that is compatible with their
needs.
"When I started working in a
local shelter, our staff there really
struggled to gain media recognition and achieve any legislative victories. Internal challenges of staff
management and contract negotiation were harrowing," she said. "I
know the daily difficulties that face
executive directors and shelter managers.

"I want people to know that I'm
only a phone call away!" she added.
"We can help others with their
shelter-management problems. The
HSUS Companion Animals section
and the PETS program can be
thought of as extensions of local
shelters' resources. We can provide
shelter staff with guidance and assistance or an understanding ear,
as needed.
"All of us have information and
experience to share. Together we
can strengthen this important network of animal professionals we
have developed over the years."

The telephone will
be an important
line of
communication
for Barbara
Cassidy-LaBuda
and the
Companion
Animals section.
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their commitment to our "Standards"
and to send a representative to our
1985 HSUS Annual Conference in
Schaumburg, Ill. There, during the
awards banquet that ends the conference, each accredited organization will
be awarded its special plaque. As additional recognition of accredited societies' past achievements, The HSUS
has offered a free registration for one
PETS seminar to one person from
each organization. Each organization
with accreditation pending or that formally applied to the old accreditation
program has received a voucher worth

plications to PETS from individuals on
a first-come, first-served basis, beginning in January. Details, including
cost, of the new program will continue
to be developed during the next several months. We hope interested organizations will contact Ms. CassidyLaBuda at any time to receive advice
about and assistance with the program and the HSUS standards on
which it is based. "The PETS program will give more organizations the
opportunity to work with us in improving sheltering facilities and, thus,
the lives of animals they serve," she
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l said. "The HSUS looks forward to
helping organizations further their
professional growth by training individuals through the PETS seminars.
We see each successive seminar creating better managers and directors
and, ultimately, better organizations
to deal with animal problems. Once
someone achieves certification, we
would encourage him or her to conPersonnel
tinue to attend PETS seminars in
management will be
order
to gain the widest expertise
part of the PETS
possible."
seminars.

labor contract negotiation, public relations campaign strategy, long-range
development planning, computer technology, management style, and legislation. The format will include workshops and group discussions. Since
each three-day seminar may have a
different emphasis, Ms. Cassidy-LaBuda envisions managers attending
several sessions over a period of time,
using them as building blocks for a
foundation of management experience. PETS seminars will extend beyond the traditional kinds of training
offered at HSUS regional workshops,
which deal with issues in animal welfare (pound seizure, factory farming)
and shelter operations (preparing a
newsletter, conducting a cruelty investigation).
(The HSUS's two-week-long Animal Control Academy will remain a
distinct and important training program for all shelter staff, including animal handlers, field officers, and eu-

0

Deborah L. Reed is the editor of Shelter Sense, published by The HSUS.
Further information about Professional Education and Training Services
{PETS) is available from PETS, The
Humane Society of the United States,
2100 L St., NW, Washington, DC 20037.
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tentatively slated for March 1986 and $25 toward the registration fee for one
will probably be in the midwest. Indi- staff member who wishes to attend
viduals who successfully complete a any single PETS seminar.
PETS seminar (including a final exMs. Cassidy-LaBuda will accept apam) will be awarded a certificate of ~------------------------------'-----------------------------
achievement by The HSUS. This
mark of achievement can be carried
The HSUS Standards for an Effective
by professional people wherever they
Animal-Sheltering and ·-Control Facility
move throughout their careers.
Once a manager or director com1. Opposes the release of shelter
ates its programs to ensure the acpletes a PETS seminar, The HSUS
animals for use in biomedical recomplishment of specific objecwill invite his or her organization to
search or other forms of experitives.
subscribe formally to "The HSUS
mentation and does not itself re5. Conducts a continuous animalStandards for Effective Animal Shellease animals for this purpose.
rescue service program, unless protering and Control," a list of time2. Restricts the adoption of anivided by another agency in the
tested standards based on the printo responsible owners and remals
community.
ciples of the former accreditation proquires the spaying and neutering of
gram (see sidebar). The organization
6. Conducts an effective crueltyall adopted cats and dogs.
will be encouraged to display an atinvestigation program unless protractive, poster-size, framed plaque
3. Utilizes a humane method of euvided by another agency in the
presented by The HSUS that bears
thanasia- as defined by The HSUS
community.
the date, the organization's name, the
-administered by trained, compeHSUS standards, and the signatures
7. Conforms to the HSUS guidetent personnel.
of the president or chairman of the
lines for shelter policies and shelter
4. Conducts a continuous and efboard and/or the director.
operation.
fective humane education program
This summer, the PETS staff notito motivate responsible behavior
8. Keeps its board and staff memfied the nineteen currently accredited
toward
animals
and
cultivate
a
senbers
informed regarding state and
societies that they have been automasitivity
to
their
needs,
utilizing
its
national
animal-welfare issues and
tically enrolled as subscribers to the
sheltering facility for educational
legislation pertaining to the protecHSUS "Standards." These organizapurposes, and periodically evalution and welfare of animals.
tions have been invited to reaffirm
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WHALING MORATORIUM:
An Agonizing Step Away
by Campbell Plowden

The whale protectionists' dream
that the 1985 meeting of the International Whaling Commission (IWC)
would usher in the long-awaited moratorium on commercial whaling (see
the Fall 1983 HSUS News) did not
come to pass, but the thirty-seventh
annual meeting of the IWC held in
Boumemouth, England, last July did
see significant progress toward the eventual halt of the large-whale slaughter.
The most important development
was the announcement by the USSR
that, due to "technical reasons," it
would "temporarily" stop whaling activities after the 1987 season. Whale
conservationists universally praised
the Soviets for their plan to suspend
their factory ship operations in the
Antarctic. The USSR gave no indication it would withdraw its objection to
the IWC moratorium decision, but its
votes in favor of several conservation
motions at the meeting made it clear
that some positive, fundamental shift
had occurred in Moscow on whaling
policy.
The Soviet delegation tenaciously
denied its government had adopted
any newfound emotional attachment
to whales. The USSR may simply have
decided it was not financially viable to
continue whaling beyond 1987 if it
could not sell the whale meat to
Japan. The Soviets' desire to obtain a
renewed allocation to fish in the U.S.
200-mile fishery zone may also have
influenced their decision. Whatever the
reason behind the change, though, whale
advocates can cautiously breathe a
sigh of relief that a seemingly immovable adversary will finally be calling it quits.
Norway, the second country with a
standing objection to the moratorium,
may withdraw from the whaling business even sooner than the Soviets.
Scientists had become increasingly
concerned about the status of the
minlre whale population in the northeast Atlantic, and, this year, the IWC
Scientific Committee strongly recommended it be placed in the "Protection
Stock" category. In spite of its hardcore whaling lobby, the Norwegian gov12
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Whale Campaign Coordinator Campbell
Plowden (at left of man holding sign) joined
whale-protection demonstrators in Bournemouth, England, during the IWC meeting.

emment has long stated it would abide
by the advice of the IWC scientists.
A big step towards getting Japan
out of whaling took place on August
6, when a three-judge panel from the
court of appeals upheld an earlier
lower court decision ordering the U.S.
government to certify Japan under
the Packwood-Magnuson Amendment
(see the Summer 1985 HSUS News).
The HSUS and twelve other animalwelfare and conservation groups had
filed a lawsuit against the U.S. secretaries of state and commerce for
their failure to impose fisheries sanctions against Japan when Japanese
coastal whalers took sperm whales in
violation of an IWC ban last fall.
The recent decision is another blow
to the deal worked out between J apanese and American negotiators in
which the United States agreed not to
reduce Japan's allocations to fish in
the U.S. 200-mile zone if Japan agreed
to stop all whaling by 1988.
Our victory is not sealed yet, however, since the United States will al-

most certainly file another appealeither to the full court of appeals or
the Supreme Court. If neither of these
courts wishes to review the case, we
will have won, and Japan would almost certainly cease its whaling activities very quickly.
The most contentious issue we are
left to face are two proposals by Iceland and South Korea to kill several
hundred whales per year for "scientific research" purposes. Both countries
can conduct these hunts by merely issuing themselves "scientific permits"
and submitting the proposals to the
IWC Scientific Committee for comment.
At this year's IWC meeting, Korea's poorly prepared proposal was rejected by the Scientific Committee.
Recent documentation by members of
Earthtrust (supported by The HSUS)
that Korean whalers have continued
taking several species pf whales supposedly protected by the IWC concerned the committee, as did Korea's
continuing its illegal killing of minke
whales.
Iceland's proposal to kill at least
800 whales over a four-year period and
sell the whale meat to Japan seems to
be a blatant violation of the commercial whaling moratorium. When a variety of nonlethal research techniques
to study the whale populations are
available, Iceland's plea that it needs
to sell the meat of whales worth almost $30 million to finance a $1.5 million research project carries little logic.
If Iceland and Korea go ahead with
these projects and sell their whale
meat to Japan, the United States may
impose fisheries sanctions on the nations involved. In the meantime, The
HSUS has made it clear to Iceland, in
particular, that it may face a citizens'
boycott of its fish products sold in the
United States, its major customer.
Campbell Plowden is Whale Campaign
Coordinator for The HSUS. He and
Patricia Forhan, HSUS vice president
for program and communications, attended the Boumemouth meeting of
the IWC this year.
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Pilot Whale Hunt Attacked
Unlike the killing of large whales,
which is subject to the scrutiny of
the IWC, tradition is the only regulator of the grisly slaughter of
thousands of pilot whales occurring
every year in the Faroe Islands.
The inhabitants of these islands, located midway between Scotland
and Iceland, have slaughtered the
whales migrating near their rocky
coasts for more than four hundred
years. As the island economy has
grown in the past decade, the average annual kill has increased significantly, to more than two thousand
whales per year.
Existing in a virtual void of scientific information about what impact it is having on the region's
whale populations, the hunt is, in
our opinion, an indefensibly cruel
anachronism.
When a pod of whales is spotted
from shore, every available boat in
the community is mobilized to herd
the whales toward the coastline.
After the whales have been driven
in toward a beach or shallow water,
men set on the terrified animals
with spears, hooks, and long, sharp
knives. Dead whales are dragged
up onto a dock for flensing and division of the meat.
The HSUS has now joined a grow-
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Faroese islanders drive pilot whales to shore for slaughter.

A Faroese whaler cuts through to the spinal marrow of a pilot whale.

ing contingent of animal-welfare
and environmental groups expressing their outrage at this carnage.
Whale Campaign Coordinator Campbell Plowden first met with a high
official from the Danish Embassy
in Washington, D.C., to voice our
concerns about the hunt. (Denmark

officially oversees foreign affairs
for the Faroes.) The HSUS then dispatched veteran whale protectionist
Tom Garrett to the Faroes in midAugust to meet with their prime
minister and call for the curtailment
of the Faroe hunt. Additional moves
are being considered.
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at the University of Pennsylvania

For years, many in the animalrights movement have fantasized
about placing hidden cameras or spies
in biomedical research laboratories
that experiment on live animals to
determine what is actually happening
rather than accepting the propaganda
on proper care and use offered by the
researchers. That dream became a reality on the evening of May 28, 1984,
when members of the Animal Liberation Front (ALF) entered the headinjury laboratory of Dr. Thomas Gennarelli at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. They found
and removed more than sixty hours of
videotaped experiments, taken by the
investigators and never intended for
viewing by the general public.
In the months since then, those purloined videotapes have been widely
distributed by the People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) and
shown to the media, public, and members of Congress. They have revealed

unbiased, unequivocal evidence of
gross neglect and abuse of laboratory
animals in a research program that
has consumed more than $11 million
of taxpayers' money and the lives of
hundreds of primates. The problem
may be even more extensive than the
Pennsylvania lab indicates, since this
is only one of four head-injury research centers in the United States.
The biomedical research community continually claims that only valid
experiments are funded and conducted and that all such research and billions of taxpayer dollars is money well
spent. Certainly some of it does help
both animals and humans. This does
not, however, appear to be the case
with the head-injury experiments at
the University of Pennsylvania.
Dr. Gennarelli places considerable
emphasis on developing a significant
and relevant animal "model" for subdural hematomas (bleeding on the surface of the brain) and coma. Since
1980, he has attempted .to replicate
such clinical problems in baboons,
having already spent more than five
years injuring several other types of
primates. The injuries are produced
by simply placing the head of the
animal in a specially designed acceleration device. When triggered, the
apparatus accelerates the animal's
head with a force up to 1,000 times
greater than gravity.
Studies on the relationship between
brain injuries and head shape in human prizefighters have clearly shown
that those individuals with less spherical heads sustain more superficial
damage (i.e., as in subdural hematomas). Those with more spherical heads
tend to have more deeply placed injuries. The primates used in the Gennarelli experiments have heads and
brains shaped radically different from
that of a human and certainly are not
at all spherical, therefore any extrapolation of results from primate experiments to human injury cases is virtually without practical application.
Dr. Gennarelli once noted that human cranial injuries are very messy
and not like the laboratory simulations he produces. The obvious question is whether this lack of similarity
-due to a drastic reduction in the
number of variables involved-invalidates the usefulness of his "model."
A neurophysiologist noted in recent
congressional testimony that Dr.
Gennarelli's protocols, upon which
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In a frame taken
from the
head-injury
laboratory tapes,
a researcher holds
up a baboon
subject, turned into
a research machine
by a multitude of
wires and tubes, so
the camera can get
a clear picture.

by Dr. John McArdle

'

the University of Pennsylvania experiments were based and funded, provide nothing "other than casual lip
service to the value of this work toward treating human disease.''
Dr. Thomas Langfitt, a co-investigator with Dr. Gennarelli, in his defense of the head-injury experiments,
cites more than a decade of work developing this model and the ''monumental discoveries" attributed to it.
However, when pressed, both the University of Pennsylvania and the N ational Institutes of Health (NIH),
which provided more than $10 million
of taxpayers' funds to the Pennsylvania lab, are only able to cite four
specific results with human clinical
applications. Professor James Adams
at the University of Glasgow, a co-investigator on the baboon projects,
stated that the research had produced
results that were primarily of "academic" interest.*
Reaction to the Break-in
Responses to the abuses documented
at the University of Pennsylvania followed predictable paths. University
officials attempted to divert media
and public attention away from the
obvious cruelty inflicted on the baboons by emphasizing the ''terrorist''
actions of the ALF and refusing to
comment on other concerns until the
stolen property (the tapes) was returned
Perhaps the most bizarre aspect of
this refusal to deal with reality was
the strength of the university's defense of a laboratory and a faculty
member without actually observing
the available evidence. This head-inthe-sand behavior may, in part, be
due to the importance of the several
*Examination of grant proposals and
other literature issued by the University of
Pennsylvania indicates a disturbing lack
of scientific rigor and accuracy. They are
damning evidence that such scientists
simply do not understand or appreciate
the distinctions between evolutionary and
functional similarities and questions. They
assume that "since primates are man's
closest animal relatives, the primate brain
is closest to the human brain in its structure and function. " Although this is a
statement of evolutionary relatedness, the
majority of biomedical research and all
head-injury studies are asking functional,
not evolutionary, questions. If functional
similarities are not present between the
animal "model" and human patients, the
model is invalid.

hundred thousand dollars a year the
university has received as its share of
the grants given to the head-injury
laboratory. It may also be understood
when one considers scientists' refusal,
in general, when under attack to examine the evidence objectively; their
immediate defense of a colleague who
is perceived as being under siege; and
their concentration on peripheral or
unrelated issues. (Position papers and
press releases defending the head-injury research have tended to concentrate on the total number of head injuries annually in the United States.
This tactic conveniently ignores the
many subcategories within that statistic, such as those whose injuries are
minor or so severe that no help is
either needed or possible. By citing
the largest possible numbers, the problem appears larger than it really is
and, by implication, suggests that the
head-injury laboratory is essential to
helping all of those injured people.)
What apparently most outraged the
research community was not the evidence of poor science and biased studies but rather the theft of that most
sacred of scientific possessions, research data. Despite the fact that the
data was probably so biased as to be
of questionable value and amateurishly
recorded, it was the first data taken
by animal-rights activists entering a
laboratory specifically for that purpose.
Although the ALF stated that the
break-in was in response to the "callousness, wastefulness, inhumanity,
and arrogance of the animal experimentation industry," defenders of the
laboratory repeatedly and emphatically stated that the animals experienced
no pain, were fully anesthetized, and
were always treated with care and respect. Dr. James Wyngaarden, director
of the NIH and formerly associated
with the University of Pennsylvania
Medical School, stressed: "This is considered to be one of the best labs in
the world."
The videotapes provided by PETA
give an unbiased view of activities in
that laboratory. A government inspection on June 5 and 6, 1984, found
seventy-four serious violations, noting that neither the central animal
facility nor the head-injury laboratory complied with the requirements
of the Animal Welfare Act. (In the laboratory itself, it was noted that the
head-injury apparatus and some sur15

gical tools were stained with blood.)
In direct contradiction to the visual
evidence and official government inspections was the report filed by a
committee from the Society of Neurosciences, which visited the laboratory
and investigators. Despite contrary
evidence supplied by the researchers'
own protocols, published papers, laboratory notes, and videotapes, this committee suggested there are no serious
problems with the research program
or care of the primates at the head-injury laboratory. Its report showed a
shocking ignorance of even basic knowledge of veterinary anesthesia, analgesia, and humane care of laboratory animals. (Perhaps its conclusions are not
surprising since the committee never
viewed the purloined videotapes.)
In January, 1985, the researchers at
the University of Glasgow temporarily severed their ties to the Genneralli
project, following widespread publicity and the showing of the videotapes
on British television. On January 15,
a meeting was held at the University
of Pennsylvania among concerned faculty, administrators, and the researchers in the head-injury laboratory. (Although I was present to act as a scientific advisor to the faculty critics, I
was ordered out of the room by the
administrators.)
In February, the NIH conducted a
previously announced site visit by a
handpicked committee of researchers,
all with a personal interest in such
work. Although each member was offered a complementary copy of the
videotape evidence, none viewed it at
the time and no concerned individuals
were allowed to address the site-visit
panel Not surprisingly, the group gave
the laboratory an extremely high rating
and stated there was no evidence of
animal abuse.
As a direct result of this visit, Dr.
James Wyngaarden, director of NIH,
sent letters responding to increasing
congressional concern about this case.
He states that the NIH was "unable
to demonstrate noncompliance by the
University with Public Health Service
Policy."
Although the NIH was still refusing to cooperate with PETA to arrange for examination of the Genneralli tapes, agreement was easily
reached between PETA and APHIS
in April for the transfer of a complete
set. This evidence would serve as the
basis of future actions by APHIS
16

against the University of Pennsylvania
(which eventually amounted to a slap
on the wrist and a $4,000 fine).
In May, the grant application review board of the National Institute
of Neurological and Communicative
Disorders and Stroke (NINCDS) approved an expanded grant request
from the head-injury laboratory. This
action and others lead to increased
congressional activity, including testimony by concerned citizens and Rep.
Charlie Rose, that the whitewash had
to stop and an unbiased investigation
be conducted. Rep. Rose referred to
this laboratory as a prime example of
grant welfare for the research community.
Despite increased public exposure,
there was still no evidence that the
NIH planned to take the case seriously. For that reason, the decision was
made by PETA to take its concernsphysically-to the NIH bureau directly responsible for the Gennarelli
laboratory.
On July 15, more than 100 animalwelfare demonstrators engaged in a
traditional nonviolent civil disobedi-

ence by occupying the offices of Dr.
Murray Goldstein, director of the
NINCDS, demanding an end to the
Pennsylvania grants. In response to
this action, the favorable media and
public support it received, and a
long-delayed examination of the videotape evidence, Secretary Margaret
Heckler, of the Department of Health
and Human Services, directed Dr. Wyngaarden to suspend further funding of
the head-injury laboratory, citing
"serious concerns" about failures to
follow NIH guidelines on the care and
use of laboratory animals.
Perhaps the final irony was a letter
distributed in late July by Dean
Robert Marshak of the University
of Pennsylvania Veterinary School
(UPVS) which disa~?sociated the UPVS
from the Medical School; noted that
the UPVS never participated in the
head-injury studies; stated the UPVS
was unaware that those baboons were
on campus; that the UPVS was never
consulted regarding the care of the baboons; and that the UPVS has no representation on the Medical School Animal Care Committee.

This baboon, fully conscious after its injury, is being mocked by a researcher heard on the
University of Pennsylvania tapes.
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A researcher uses a common claw hammer to remove a baboon from the head-injury apparatus. Since the purpose of the apparatus is to produce noncontact injury to the brain,
such hammer blows effectively invalidate the entire experiment.

What the Tapes Show
The videotapes and associated research proposals and publications
document: (1) appalling disrespect and
insensitivity to the needs and suffering of highly intelligent baboons, involving taunting the animals and using injured animals as objects of
amusement and derisive comments;
(2) surgical techniques that would be
unacceptable at any veterinary hospital, including use of nonsterile methods and the smoking of cigarettes
over open incisions; (3) obviously poor
to nonexistent training of laboratory
personnel and lack of supervision by
the principal investigators; (4) lack of
appropriate anesthesia and absence of
post-injury pain relief; (5) numerous
violations of the NIH Guide for the
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals
and Animal Welfare Act regulations;
and (6) invalidation of the entire experimental model by the introduction
of such uncontrolled variables as using a hammer and chisel to remove
The Humane Society News • Fall1985

the baboon's head from the apparatus.
Several of the baboons shown on
the tapes were subjected to multiple
injuries from the test apparatus. This
is obviously cruel, since it involves an
animal surviving for weeks or months
with severe movement deficiencies in
an already threatening environment.
Equally important is the relevance of
such repeated injuries to human health
or safety. Such research would only be
valid if a severely head-injured person climbed back into a car and deliberately hit something again or were in
an ambulance involved in a severe accident on the way to the hospital. Although there are dozens of instances
of abuse, neglect, and shoddy scientific technique chronicled on the tapes,
one area stands out as most condemnable. Despite repeated assurances
that the baboons were either anesthetized or sedated, the tapes clearly
indicate the animals were routinely subjected to both physically and psychologically painful procedures. In one

particularly graphic sequence, investigators acknowledge that the animal is
feeling pain as they cut into its scalp.
Even a cursory examination of the
videotapes and protocols shows the
animals were conscious and were supposed to be conscious at the time of injury. Dr. Gennarelli's model would
not be valid if the baboon were anesthetized or chemically immobilized
unless he wanted to study head injury
in humans who were unconscious at
the time of the accident.
The University of Pennsylvania
spokesmen have repeatedly stated the
need to consult an expert in anesthesiology before criticizing their research.
Those such experts who have been
consulted agree the animals were not
anesthetized at the time of injury.
The baboons were pretreated with
an immobilizing drug, phencyclidine
(PCP), which, by itself, does not prevent animals from feeling pain. This
procedure was followed by induction
of anesthesia by the use of nitrous
oxide gas. Use of the gas was discontinued one hour before injury.
Movements of the baboons on the
tape immediately prior to injury indicate they are not under anesthesia.
Additional evidence of consciousness
is that some individual animals were
given neurological exams prior to injury, obviously not possible in an unconscious animal. If anesthesia were
adequate, why did the protocol call for
the use of a local anesthetic agent at
the points where tubes enter and exit
the body? An animal under adequate
general anesthesia would not have required any additional pain relief!
Dr. Patrick Wall, a leading international expert on pain and anesthesia,
stated that the baboons were conscious under the dosages used in the
head-injury experiments, since PCP
is a very short-acting drug at such
low dosages.
There is little or no evidence that
the baboons that survived the initial
injury ever received adequate postexperiment pain relief or nursing care.
A veterinarian on the medical school's
animal-care committee stated that
there was no evidence the animals
were in pain, but how could he determine the absence of pain in animals
that had received such severe brain injuries resulting in massive behavioral
impairments? No one could view these
tapes without coming to the unavoid(Continued on page 21)
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has cost more in dollars than the sealskins were worth, even without taking
into consideration the toll taken in the
seals themselves. And, in recent years,
the fight has become more frenzied as
our efforts have increased in intensity.
Last year, after a court ruled that the
seal killing could continue, The HSUS
sent me to the Pribilof Islands to view
the carnage and meet with the Aleut
natives who control the Pribilof Islands (see the Fall1984 HSUS News).
This trip was, however, only the most
visible part of our efforts to save the
seals.
Indeed, to accomplish our goals, The

HSUS mailed millions of pieces of mail
to members and other citizens across
the United States. We petitioned to
have the fur seal listed as a threatened
species under the Endangered Species
Act. We filed suit in U.S. District
Court. We placed ads in newspapers,
including the Washington Post and
USA Today, to generate opposition to
the North Pacific Fur Seal Treaty and
to inform the public that the U.S. government was still in the business of
slaughtering seals. We joined with the
Emotions division of Mattei, Inc., to
raise public awareness of the seals'
plight with "Snuggles The Seal," "the

seal to help the seals.'' The HSUS, together with the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, hired former U.S. Senator
Paul Tsongas to aid in our campaign
to end the seal killing. We urged numerous U.S. senators to sign a letter to
Secretary of State George P. Shultz
denouncing the treaty and stating unequivocally that they would oppose
the treaty when it came before the U.S.
Senate. The HSUS staff spent months
alerting the staff members in almost
every senatorial office to the plight of
seals.
The treaty had expired in October

Eyewitness on St. Paul

The Pribllof
Seal War:
Animal Welfare
Wins a Battle
by John W. Grandy

The good news in our ongoing fight
to save America's Pribilof seal herd is
that, this summer, we won. There was
no commercial slaughter of seals on
the Pribilof Islands in 1985. Seals
were protected from commercial destruction for the first year since 1956.
Without the efforts of millions of citizens, the animal-welfare community,
and many U.S. senators, 22,000 seals
would have been slaughtered for their
skins and for use in aphrodisiacs. The
victory was major and significant. But
18

l bbed thousands of se
In past years, islanders c u

we won a battle, not the war. My reason for making this statement should
become clear shortly.
Each summer seems like "the summer of the seals,'' because, for many
years, The HSUS has been trying to

als for profit.

stop the commercial slaughter of seals
on Alaska's Pribilof Islands. It is economically wasteful, brutally inhumane and destructive, and counterproductive by every standard. Indeed,
for many years, the killing of fur seals
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On July 5, 1985, The HSUS sent
me to observe the subsistence hunt
of northern fur seals on St. Paul
Island, Alaska. The primary purpose was to monitor the butchering
of the carcasses to determine if all
the edible meat was taken in compliance with domestic regulations.
Because this was the first subsistence-only hunt in over four decades, exact procedures were unclear
and every aspect needed to be documented.
The hunt was scheduled to begin
on Monday, July 8. It was delayed
until Wednesday, July 17. I stayed
for the first three days of the hunt
and left the island Saturday, July
20. I observed the island inhabitants' life-style and had three days
to observe the hunt itself. I had
originally been scheduled to stay
one week, but I stayed the extra
time to observe the killing :and
butchering of seals.
As I arrived on the island, I was
greeted by my first pickets. I will
never forget the "Humaniacs go
home" sign that faced me on the
dirt runway of the St. Paul Island airport. Media coverage was heavy. I
became involved in a television interview in which a belligerent, selfappointed spokesman argued with
me for the benefit of the television
cameras and the gathering crowd
of people around me. I remember
feeling scared and angry-and challenged. The memory of "Humaniacs
go home" haunted me. I held my
temper and answered questions
about our concerns as professionally as I could. I realized that I was
The Humane Society News • Fall1985

HSUS representative Nancy Wallace presents our point of view to Dr. Charles
Fowler, of the National Marine Mammal Laboratory, against a backdrop of the seal
herd in the Pribilof Islands.

now completely encircled- I felt trapped. Finally, I ducked out beneath
the arms of those circled around
where I had stood and made my
getaway.
After that inauspicious begirming,
I became acquainted with islanders
fairly quickly. I was invited into
their homes, and my colleagues from
Greenpeace and I were even interviewed on a local radio program.
My major impressions were that
the islands are rapidly building an
alternative economy based on halibut and other fishing. Halibut fishing is very, very important to the
people. Also, the islanders are not
"primitive natives." Homes often

have modern stereos, color televisions, and VCRs. St. Paul has both
a drug and an alcohol program. The
islanders are having many of the
same problems adapting to these
situations as are many other communities in America. Lastly, as gruesome as it was,· I was pleased that
the portions of the seal that were
acquired for subsistence seemed to
be taken in a waste-:-free manner. It
now remains to be assured that the
meat is actually utilized in a similar
manner. As the fishing industry
and other income become increasingly important, all use of seals for
"subsistence" should be stopped.
-Nancy Wallace
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Part of the sea

. . Islands: thousands were
l herd on the Pnbtlof
saved in 1985-

of 1984. For that reason, before further commercial killing could be permitted, the treaty had to be re-ratified
in 1985. On March 28, 1985, forty-four
senators signed the letter to Secretary
of State Shultz opposing the treaty.
Despite the letter, in April, the U.S.
government, in hopes that the treaty
would be ratified, formulated plans to
allow the commercial killing of 22,000
seals, to begin on July 8, 1985.
On June 13, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee held hearings on
the North Pacific Fur Seal Treaty.
The hearings were chaired by Senator
Frank H. Murkowski of Alaska, a
strong advocate of the treaty. Not
surprisingly, opponents of the treaty
found themselves far outnumbered at
the hearings. Most witnesses were
handpicked advocates for continuing
the treaty and the commercial slaughter it condones. One U.S. senator, Carl
Levin, presented an articulate and
persuasive statement in opposition to
the treaty. His leadership and statement were most important. Patricia
Forkan, HSUS vice president for program and communications, and I pre20

sented a statement condemning the
treaty. We argued, on behalf of The
HSUS and eighty-five other animal-welfare societies, that the treaty
should not be ratified and that the
commercial slaughter of seals had to
end. Even subsistence killing by the
Aleuts, we noted, should be strictly
limited so that the health of the seal
herd would be assured and only that
killing absolutely necessary for native
subsistence allowed.
Sen. Murkowski and numerous others
stated that they believed that the
Aleuts would need to kill at least
15,000 seals a year for subsistence
purposes. We disputed this claim, noting that there were only 140 families
on the islands and that killing 15,000
seals would require each family to eat
an entire seal every three and one-half
days-a virtual impossibility. In our
view, this excessive subsistence request was a clear reflection of a desire
to continue commercial sealing under
the guise of subsistence. Based on the
opposition of millions of citizens, as
articulated by The HSUS and other
animal-welfare groups, the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee refused
to approve the treaty.
But even though the treaty remained
unratified by the Senate, the natives,
who are allowed (by many laws) to kill
seals for true subsistence, were rumored
to be planning to kill 15,000 seals for
subsistence. We knew such destruction would result in blatant waste and
carnage. The HSUS prepared to file a
lawsuit to stop such destruction and
dispatched its representative, Nancy
Wallace, to Alaska's Pribilof Islands
on July 5 to view whatever seal kill
would occur.
On July 8th, the day the killing was
scheduled to begin, the seals came
ashore, but no one clubbed them. The
Aleuts, who were permitted to begin
killing seals for subsistence on the
eighth, were busy doing other things.
(Ms. Wallace reported that the Aleuts
were fishing.) On July 17, the Aleut
natives did begin their kill for subsistence purposes (it ended August 6).
Under the careful scrutiny of a battery of observers from the goverment,
media, and animal-welfare groups,
not 15,000 but 3,384 were killed, reportedly in a waste-free manner, to be
used solely for needed human food.
Although the risks to all animalwelfare organizations' representatives
were considered great, Ms. Wallace
was determined to observe all aspects
of the killing and speak at length with
local experts on the hunt. This she
was able to do.
The realization dawned slowly ... we
had won. The slaughter scheduled to
begin on July 8 and claim 22,000 seals
was blocked. Through our efforts and
with the support of millions of American citizens and almost half of the
U.S. Senate, there was no commercial
seal slaughter for the first time since
1956.
However much we relish this important accomplishment, we must not become confident or complacent. We
have only won a battle. There was no
commercial slaughter in 1985, but the
infamous treaty remains in a senate
committee and that treaty would permit the commercial slaughter of seals.
Proponents of the slaughter, including
Alaska's Sens. Murkowski and Ted
Stevens, won't give up their fight for
a treaty that allows commercial destruction of seals. The HSUS will continue to work against them and for permanent protection for Pribilof seals.

(Continued from page 17)

able conclusion that both physical and
psychological pain at the hands of
grossly insensitive and inadequately
trained laboratory personel and irresponsible principal investigators was
a normal occurrence in that laboratory.
HSUS Actions
The HSUS involvement in this issue has been multifaceted, with a focus on working with congressional offices. I testified before committees in
both the House and Senate asking that
funding for the head-injury laboratory be terminated. Our legislative department arranged for showings of
the edited tapes to individual key congressional members and their staffs.
In addition to participating in numerous interviews and discussions on
this research laboratory, HSUS staff
arranged for an independent scientific
evaluation (utilizing all of the available evidence) of the entire research
program at the head-injury laboratory,
to be conducted by an acknowledged
expert in the field of neurobiology.
Preliminary results of that analysis
have indicated that the baboon research is of little, if any, clinical or

A Painful Conclusion
The documentation that continues
to accumulate on the research activities associated with the head-injury
laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania further confirms the contentions of the animal rights/welfare
movement. Put simply, laboratory animals in the United States have no
guarantees of effective protection
from abuse, neglect, and suffering.
At the University of Pennsylvania,
the documented problems occurred
during the experiments. Existing systems to protect laboratory animals
only encompass basic maintenance
before and after the experiments or accept paper assurances that the investigators will follow the rules. Obviously, the present laws, procedures,
and regulations need a major overhaul
if a recurrence of such abuses is to be
prevented and similar existing cases
are to be identified.
The Gennarelli tapes provide ample
evidence that: (1) it is time to eliminate the restrictions within the Ani-

mal Welfare Act that prohibit oversight of animal care and use during
the experiments; to adopt a rigid,
integrated rating system for experimental procedures and required pain
elimination or relief; and to increase
enforcement activities significantly;
(2) the NIH system for assuring proper animal care and use has failed to
prevent abuse of laboratory animals;
and (3) our educational system is still
producing systematic desensitization of
prospective biomedical researchers to
the suffering of their experimental animals.
For nearly a year, the NIH has
stonewalled and refused reasonable offers of cooperation from PET A while
arrogantly insisting on playing according to its own wishes and rules. During
this time, the public, here and abroad,
has witnessed the events documented
on those videotapes. It is time the biomedical research community, medical
charities, and supporting federal agencies admitted that all is not well in
their industry and that major changes
are both needed and desirable to assure that such practices are never repeated.
Dr. John McArdle is director of laboratory animal welfare for The HSUS.

Reflect for
a moment ...
how can I help animals
even when I no longer
share their world ... 7
By your bequest for animal protection to The Humane Society of
the United States.
Your will can provide for animals
after you're gone.
Naming The USUS demonstrates
your lasting commitment to animal welfare and strengthens the
Society for this task.
We will be happy to send information about our animal programs and material which will
assist in planning a will.
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Dr. John W Grandy is HSUS vice
president for wildlife and environment.
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scientific relevance and certainly does
not justify the horrendous animal suffering and waste of taxpayers' money
that have characterized that particular research program.

City

State

Zip_ _ __

Mail in confidence to: Murdaugh S. Madden, Vice President/General Counsel, The Humane Society of the United
States, 2100 L Street, NW, Washington, DC 20037.

L--------------------------------------------------------------
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Is Air Transport Safe for Companion Animals?
by Deborah Dasch

Today, more people than ev& are
choosing air travel for their companion animals as well as for themselves.
According to the Air Transport Association, every year, several thousand
companion animals are flown all over
the United States. Shipping animals
by air is a growing business for the
major airlines, but just how safe is it?
"Air transport for animals is risky,"
states Phyllis Wright, HSUS vice
president of companion animals. "It
isn't even a certainty that your companion animal will arrive at the destination you intended."
Although animals shipped by air
are protected by special amendments
to the Animal Welfare Act (AWA),
many violations by airline personnel
go unnoticed and/or unreported. ''And,
since deregulation of the airlines in
1983," adds Ms. Wright, "there has
been at least a fifty percent increase in
the number of complaints [received in
our office] about airlines mishandling
animals.
"These complaints run the gamut
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from animals arriving dead in their
carrying crates to animals not arriving at the airport when they're supposed to or being flown to the wrong
cities."
Unfortunately, the mishandling of
animals isn't confined to "fly-bynight" operations. Well-known national carriers are also at fault.
In early September of 1984, Goldie
the cat was shipped from Ohio to
Kansas on a major airline. When the
plane landed, the cat was unloaded
with the rest of the cargo and forced
to wait outside in its carrying crate
for over forty-five minutes in blistering temperatures. The owner attempted
to retrieve his companion animal from
the 100-degree sun, but airline personnel told him the cat had to be processed according to standard procedures.
Another national airline shipped a
large dog to National Airport in
Washington, D.C. Instead of handcarrying the animal's crate to the baggage-claim area, airline personnel
threw the crate on the conveyor belt
with the rest of the luggage. Upon
learning of the incident, The HSUS's
Phyllis Wright contacted the airline's

headquarters immediately. An airline
representative responded by sending
a letter to the director of baggage services at National Airport, reminding
him of that airline's policy to handcarry all animals from the airplane to
the terminal.
This particular incident is just one
of many that brings a sharp rebuke
from Ms. Wright. "There are no excuses for not handling animals properly," she says. "It is the supervisor's
job to see that animals are handled
safely according to both the airline's
policies and federal law."
In two separate incidents involving
an international carrier, a cat died
after being left in a hot cargo bin in
Guam, and a cocker spaniel that was
scheduled on a connecting flight from
Denver, Colo., to Cincinnati, Ohio, was
locked up instead in Denver with the
lost-and-found luggage; no one fed or
provided water for the dog the entire
night, according to the owner.
Earlier this year, a public relations
director traveled from Reno, Nev., to
Wichita, Kans., on a western-based
airline. She took her small dog with
her, but instead of being hand-carried, the dog's kennel was put on the
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conveyor belt. Upon arrival in Reno,
the owner witnessed her dog's kennel
crashing down the luggage chute in
the baggage claim area. When she attempted to pick up the kennel, only
one screw remained holding the top
and bottom together, and the door fell
off! Local company management informed her that it was normal policy
to put small dogs down the luggage
chute.
An English bulldog flying with its
owners on a leading airline died en
route in the cargo hold of the plane.
The owners learned of their dog's
death when the animal's body was
sent out in its carrying case on the
luggage conveyor belt. They took
their dog to a veterinarian, who certified in writing that the cause of
death was heart failure due to respiratory collapse from heat stroke.
Airline baggage personnel mishandled a eat's carrier during loading in
Portland, Ore., resulting in the eat's
escape on the tarmac. Unfortunately,
airline personnel did not tell the owner
that her animal had escaped until she
arrived in Boston, Mass. After a month
of intensive searching and advertising, the woman found her cat in Portland, but it had suffered brain damage
in the interim and had to be euthanatized.
On another occasion, when a flight
from Chicago, Ill., to San Antonio,
Tex., was cancelled, airline personnel
made flight arrangements for the passengers but left a dog behind in Chicago-unfed and unwatered for twenty-four hours, even though the owner
had teft specific instructions on the
dog's carrier.
These examples represent the potentially tragic situation facing every
person who ships a companion animal
by air. Despite federal law protecting
animals in air transport and assurances by major airlines that their
employees follow specific guidelines in
handling animals, complaints about
airline abuse continue.
"Every complaint I receive is sent
immediately to the Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service (APHIS),''
explains Phyllis Wright. "In turn, we
receive updates and follow-up information from APHIS." (APHIS, the
enforcing arm of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, is responsible for investigating charges of violations against
transportation standards of the AW A.)
Specific letters of complaint should be
addressed to Richard Rissler, D.V.M.,
Assistant Director, Animal Health
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Programs, Federal Building, Hyattsville, MD 20782.
"People must understand that The
HSUS has no more leverage in resolving this mess than the individual who
witnesses the abuse," emphasizes Ms.
Wright. "You must address your complaints to APHIS.''
The HSUS's Companion Animals
section welcomes hearing from individuals who have problems or questions about air shipment of animals.
Our staff continues to collect information about the airlines' mishandling of
animals while constantly putting pressure on carriers to improve their standards for animal care and their training of personnel.
"The point to remember here," declares Ms. Wright, "is that this is an
area that can be enforced by law. Airlines are responsible for the safe transport of animals, and they can be fined
for mishandling and mistreatment."
This past summer, USDA filed
charges against American Airlines on
two occasions for accepting dogs for
transport in cages that were too
small. Other alleged violations occurred when animals were left outside a
terminal for at least forty-five minutes while the temperature ranged between ninety-seven and ninety-nine
degrees. In order to settle the charges,
American Airlines training officials
agreed to participate in the making of
a videotape film to show to their employees who handle live animal cargo.
Previously, USDA filed charges
against Delta Airlines for providing
substandard care for a dog that died
in transit from heat prostration. Delta
waived the hearing and paid the penalty set by a USDA judge.
If it is necessary for you to transport your companion animal by air,
Phyllis Wright gives the following
recommendations:
• When making your travel arrangements, remember that more mistakes occur when you are not on the
same flight as your companion animal.
Use direct flights instead of connecting ones. Dave Shipley, public relations spokesperson for USAir Airlines, suggests, "Let us know as far in
advance as you can that your animal
will be traveling with us."
• Find out the airline's policy for
handling animals. Most major airlines
have their own manual of regulations
for employees.
• Give your animal a week before
the scheduled air trip to adjust to its
carrying crate. The crate should be

comfortable enough for the animal to
sit or stand erect, lie down, or turn
around using normal body movements.
• Make sure your animal's nails are
clipped to protect against their hooking in the crate's door, holes, and
other slits.
• Before shipping, do not feed your
animal for six hours. Small amounts
of water are all right before the trip.
• Your animal should be wearing a
loose-fitting collar and a temporary
ID tag with the phone number of a
responsible person to be contacted in
case of an emergency.
• Your animal should not be given
tranquilizers unless prescribed specifically by your veterinarian.
• Ms. Wright recommends against
air-shipping pug-nosed dogs such as
Boston terriers, Pekinese, Chows,
boxers, and bulldogs because of possible exposure to noxious fumes from
cargo in the plane (e.g., fresh flowers
packed in dry ice). "These animals
have a difficult time under normal circumstances getting enough oxygen,''
she says.
• If your animal must wait between
flights, the ideal airport is one that
will provide the care your animal
needs during its layover. An anomoly
is the AS PC A's Animalport at Kennedy Airport in New York City, the
country's oldest and largest shelter
catering exclusively to animal air
travelers. It is open twenty-four
hours a day and cleans, feeds, waters,
and exercises animals in transport.
• When you arrive at your destination, open the crate right away and
examine your animal. If anything
seems wrong, take your animal at
once to a veterinarian and get the
results of the examination in writing,
including the date and time. In the unfortunate event of your animal's
death during transit, have a necropsy,
or autopsy, performed immediately to
determine cause of death and before
you attempt to file a claim.
• Do not hesitate to complain vociferously if you witness the mishandling of an animal, either yours or someone else's, at any airport. Write down
pertinent information about the incident and send it to both APHIS and
the airline in question.
Phyllis Wright offers this final
caveat: "Think before you ship your
companion animal and be aware that
air transport is far from perfect. The
only way the abuses will stop is if the
airlines are forced to transport animals in a safe and humane manner."
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Animal-Control Accord Signals
New Era of Cooperation
The three national organizations
most directly concerned with community animal-sheltering problems and
programs have signed a joint statement of agreement on the guiding
principles of animal control. Representatives of The HSUS, the American Humane Association (AHA), and
the National Animal Control Association (NACA) signed this statement
during NACA's annual conference,
held in Salt Lake City, Utah, in May.
West Coast Regional Director Char
Drennon initialed the document, the
culmination of twelve months' work,
on behalf of HSUS President John A.
Hoyt, who was unable to attend the
conference.
N ACA President Eric Blow and
Dennis White of AHA represented
their respective organizations at the
signing.
Phyllis Wright, The HSUS's vice
president for companion animals, who
spoke at the N ACA meeting, said,
"For the first time, we will all be
following the same road map to prevent cruelty to animals and educate
responsible pet owners. To have three
national groups, representing city,
county, and private nonprofit organizations, agree on this common strategy and purpose is an important and
welcome step.''
The statement confirms the organizations' belief that the problems facing community animal facilities and
their employees are too great for any
one organization to solve independently and that common cooperation and
communication are vital if significant
progress in solving these problems is
to be made.
The complete text of the statement
follows:
The Purpose
Believing that the problems facing animal-related organizations
are too complex for any one organization to solve, and believ-
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ing that professional awareness
can minimize disagreement and
accentuate common goals, the organizations [The HSUS, NACA,
AHA] endorse this Statement of
Principles and acknowledge that
their mutual interests and common concerns can be more effectively addressed by enhanced
communication· and understanding. This is not to say that there
will not be issues upon which we
may disagree. Respectful disagreement, however, on some issues
should not be allowed to interfere with cooperation in matters
on which there is agreement.
This Statement of Principles
reflects a direction established
by national leadership organizations with the hope that it will
provide local organizations and
affiliates a framework for dialogue to achieve greater cooperation in dealing with community
animal-care and -control problems.

West Coast Regional Director Char Drennon, NACA 's Eric Blow (center), and AHA's
Dennis White look pleased after signing the statement of agreement in Salt Lake City.

The Problem
In an era of increasing public
and professional awareness of
animal-related issues, conflicting expectations, and limited resources, animal-care and -control
organizations and interested individuals are often confused as
to the scope of organizational
roles and responsibilities. Because of fragmentation of efforts, neither humane societies
nor animal-control agencies are
perceived by the general public
as completely fulfilling vital community needs, nor as a part of a
comprehensive and coordinated
community effort.
Humane societies and animalcontrol agencies are faced with
the same problem of irresponsible pet ownership. For the humane society, the problem often

takes the form of animal abuse
and suffering, whereas for the
animal-control agency, it is an
issue of public health and safety.
Similarly, both humane societies
and animal-control agencies
must deal with animal overpopulation, animal care, and disposition.
Realistically, humane societies and animal-control agencies have a necessary interrelationship with complementary
purposes. Humane work is, by
definition, a form of responsible
animal control; correlatively, animal-control work is responsive
to animal welfare.
Because of the unique and historical bond between humans
and their pets, a phenomenon
has occurred in recent years
whereby there is an increasing
number of companion animals in
our communities. This is depleting society's resources required
to deal with resulting problems
and exacerbating the potential
for conflict among involved organizations. The public's emotional interest in animals makes
this a pressing, communitywide concern.
While there are a great variety
of historical and traditional responses available to meet the
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community's needs regarding animal care-control problems, solutions must be coordinated and
include all available resources.
The organizations endorsing
this Statement of Principles are
committed to the concept of
community planning and coordination. There can be no lasting
solutions to complex community
animal problems without full
communication and cooperation.
The Principles
To avoid wasteful duplication of
efforts and resources, all concerned individuals and organizations are obligated to work
together and to pool their resources to meet most effectively
the needs of people and animals.
We believe that interorganizational cooperation will facilitate
effective animal care and control
and avoid unnecessary competition and waste among agencies
or organizations.
Historically, misperception
and negative attitudes about animal care and control have become barriers to effective cooperation. One such misconception
is that humane societies are unconcerned about community animal problems. Another is that
animal-control agencies do not

consider humaneness and animal
suffering. We seek to eliminate
these misconceptions. Humane
societies and animal-control
agencies fulfill necessary and
vital community services. No
community should tolerate an
inhumane animal-control program and, likewise, no community should tolerate a humane program which permits animals to
become public health and safety
problems.
Furthermore, negative attitudes can exist in a community
regarding the quality and practice of animal care and control.
The organizations endorsing
this Statement agree that bad
practice is bad no matter where
it occurs. Our common commitment is to quality and excellence. We have an obligation to
assist and to insist that all
organizations achieve and maintain high standards of practice.
The organizations endorsing
this Statement affirm common
goals which transcend individual perspectives. We are all committed to:
1. Actively and aggressively educating the community to responsible animal ownership;
2. Upgrading professional training for animal-care and -control
personnel;
3. Advancing higher standards
of excellence to shelter operations, programs, and personnel;
4. Introducing and advocating
adequate animal-related legislation;
5. Supporting full enforcement
of animal-care and -control laws
and statutes;
6. Preventing animal cruelty
and owner irresponsibility; and,
7. Improving animal-related
public health and safety programs.
25
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Animal-Welfare Organizations and
Government Officials Try to Oose
Shoestring Operation

The past twelve months have not
been easy ones for Robert T. Fieber,
owner of the Siletz Game Ranch in
Siletz, Ore. More importantly, they
have not been easy months for the approximately 125 animals on Mr. Fieber's exotic game compound-or for
the local officials and animal-welfare
professionals trying to improve the
animals' substandard living conditions.
Ever since Mr. Fieber's arrest in September of 1984 and subsequent charge
on fifty-four counts of animal cruelty,
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
officials, local humane society personnel, and The HSUS have been struggling to find a permanent solution to
Mr. Fieber's unending problems with
his exotic animals.
·
In 1976, Mr. Fieber began his efforts to establish a viable game farm
on his property on Oregon's coast. In
order to charge admission and open to
the public, he applied for a USDA license and received one. Repeated inspections by the USDA over the next
few years revealed that he was not
able to satisfy many of the USDA requirements for care and housing for
his animals and for the security of his
neighbors. In 1982, Mr. Fieber relinquished his USDA license, and any
leverage the USDA might have had in
persuading him to upgrade his facilities evaporated. Over the next two
years, local officials had tried to deal
with sporadic reports of animals escaping from dilapidated, poorly constructed cages on the Fieber ranch. In September of 1984, Jeanne Roush, HSUS
director of captive wildlife protection,
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heard of the seriousness of the Siletz
situation. She, with Eric Sakach and
Char Drennon of the HSUS west
coast office, contacted local Oregon humane societies for their assessment.
At almost the same time, two of Mr.
Fieber's bears escaped, terrorizing
local landowners. The state police became interested. A meeting the police
planned seemed a good opportunity
for all concerned agencies to share information. At that meeting, representatives of local and national organizations, including Mr. Sakach, learned
that Dave Siddons, of the wildlife-rehabilitation organization Wildlife Images, and a state trooper had, the day
before, gone to the Fieber ranch in response to an advertisement placed by
Mr. Fieber for a lion cub for sale. They
had found cages jerry-rigged and collapsing in some places, animals in
poor physical condition, filthy pens
and water troughs, and no source of
water or electrical power.
Officials, aware of Mr. Fieber's history of being unable to provide adequate care for his animals and now
faced with immediate knowledge of
the problems at the ranch, decided to
raid the facility. They painstakingly
considered the complex logistical problems associated with the possible seizure of so many different species of
animals and asked for assistance from
the animal-welfare organizations already involved. The HSUS, Heartland
Humane Society, Wildlife Images, and
the Central Coast Humane Society offered that assistance.
On September 13, federal, state,
and local authorities raided the Fieber
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Mr. Fieber's problems have been reported
sympathetically by the Oregon press in
the recent past.
All that's left of dinner for the king of
beasts, skeletal remnants lay rotting in a
lions' pen at the Siletz ranch.

ranch. With them were representatives
of a number of these animal-welfare
organizations, including Mr. Sakach.
Dr. Ted Kistner of Oregon State University and Dr. Richard Overton of
the USDA provided expert evaluation
of the animals. The sprawling Fieber
ranch was secured by state troopers
and the media kept at bay during the
The Humane Society News • Fall1985
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nine-hour search. (Unsure of the condition and behavior of the animals
and the security of the caging, officials feared for the safety of anyone on
the ranch while they were there.)
Authorities found thirty-four lions
and tigers (nine cubs), eight wolves,
seventy-five hoofed animals, and assorted bobcats, bison, cougars, and
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raccoons. Many of the animals were
housed in dirty, ramshackle cages. A
number lacked potable water. The
remnants of large animal carcasses,
apparently the carnivores' diet, lay
rotting on the ground within the cage
structures. Some animals were determined to be in such poor condition
that they needed immediate veteri-

nary and specialized care. Eight of the
cubs were removed for medical treatment. Three more animals were seizedin-place, to be cared for by the Central
Coast Humane Society. The costly, intensive care understandably concerned
the agencies involved, and The HSUS
immediately provided financial assistance for the maintenance of the seized
animals. The USDA also made a substantial contribution. The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife provided
alfalfa hay for the hoofed stock.
After the raid, Oregon law enforcement officers granted interviews to
the media on the conditions at the Fieber ranch. The raid received statewide media coverage.
In the weeks immediately following,
Oregon district attorney Ulys Stapleton filed animal-cruelty charges
against Mr. Fieber. He also charged
the ranch owner on other counts related to the keeping of wild animals.
In December, Mr. Fieber pleaded no
contest to four misdemeanor counts
of animal cruelty and two allegations
of food-sanitation violations. The
other counts were dropped. He was
fined and placed on probation at that
time. He was also told by Judge Laurie Smith that he was to comply with
periodic inspections by USDA, the
Oregon Fish and Wildlife Department, and the Oregon State Police.
Mr. Fieber retrieved his seized animals and returned to his ranch. An articulate man who freely spoke with
the Oregon press, he began to give interviews complaining of USDA harassment of his operation. When he
decided to reopen his ranch to paying
27
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customers this past July without a
new USDA license and again found
himself in trouble with local authorities, he complained of being victimized. Those complaints were reported
sympathetically. There were accounts
in the local newspapers of more animals temporarily escaping from the
Fieber ranch. The local humane organizations, reluctant to undertake another major seizure of animals they
were financially in no position to
maintain, continued to struggle with
the dilemma of how to solve the Fieber situation. Many felt that any
animals taken from the ranch would
be unsuited to any fate other than
euthanasia because no facility would
want them. Long-term custodial care
seemed out of the question.
In the midst of this bleak situation,
there was one bright note. An exotic-

animal bill that mandates housing
and care standards be met before the
state agriculture department will issue a permit for the keeping of wild
animals passed the Oregon legislature. (It was to go into effect on October 1, 1985.) Many attributed the
passage of the bill in part to the extensive coverage the Siletz ranch case received last year. "The bill was not
specifically directed at [Mr. Fieber]
although his was one of the situations
that helped bring the bill about,'' commented Tim Greyhavens, executive director of the Humane Society of the
Willamette Valley, a former HSUS investigator and one of the framers of
the new bill. "His was one of the
worst situations in the state," Mr.
Greyhavens was quoted as saying.
Mr. Fieber's troubles dragged on.
HSUS Field Investigator Eric Sakach was
Two more lions escaped in August;
part of the search team that found ramone attacked a horse on the property.
shackle, unsafe caging at the Siletz ranch
At the request of Linda Sheppard of
in 1984.
the Central Coast Humane Society,
Mr. Sakach asked the district attorney to charge Mr. Fieber with parole
violations and encouraged law enforcement officials to close the ranch.
D.A. Stapleton requested a restraining order to close Siletz once again;
the order was signed on July 29; and
Mr. Fieber obeyed it a few days later.
On August 26, the game ranch owner
~~ was arraigned for probation violations
~ related to his cruelty convictions of
~ December. He pleaded not guilty and
7 was released on bond until his September 9 court date.
Filthy, insect-infested tubs contained the
"I think at this point we have to let
only water available for many of the anithe
courts continue to deal with this
mals at the Fieber ranch during the Sepsituation in their own way," observed
tember 1984 raid
Linda Sheppard. "If they decide to
take the animals from Mr. Fieber,
that will be our next real challenge."

Eleanor Seiling

1907-1985
Often surrounded by controversy, Eleanor Seiling was a pioneer in
the modern anti-vivisection movement. Early in her career, she was
briefly associated with The HSUS,
working on several research projects. Her major contributions, however, followed the formation of her
own organization, United Action
for Animals. She spent many years
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accumulating evidence of abuses of
animals in biomedical research and
providing that documentation to
those who shared her dedication to
the cause.
She was among the first to advocate strongly replacing laboratory
animals with alternative techniques.
However, she will be best remembered for her legislative proposals

and her constant, strident insistence that the animal-rights movement must thoroughly document
what is happening in research laboratories rather than rely on good intentions to achieve lasting change.
There can be no better tribute to
her memory than to continue to expand on these two initiatives.
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Institute Offers Information on T -61
This summer was unseasonably
busy for the Institute for the Study
of Animal Problems. Calls and correspondence from people wanting
technical information on a wide
range of animal welfare-related
issues were numerous. After radio
commentator Paul Harvey's broadcast across the nation about the inhumane effects of T-61, a widely
used euthanasia agent, many people requested from the Institute
staff detailed technical documenta-

tion of our criticisms of this substance. In August, the Institute's
director, Dr. Michael Fox, met with
Dr. Gerald Guest and his staff at
the Bureau of Veterinary Medicine,
a division of the Food and Drug
Administration that is now evaluating several euthanasia agents,
to urge them to instigate a voluntary recall of T-61 by its manufacturers. This substance has not been
used for euthanasia in the United
Kingdom for many years. Veteri-

narians there do not consider it
humane since its not infrequent
curare-like action paralyzes animals' ability to breathe before they
are unconscious.
Earlier in the summer, Dr. Fox
spoke at the eleventh annual animal-control seminar in Columbus
Ga., and gave the keynote addres~
at the Evergreen Animal Protective League's annual gathering in
Evergreen, Colo.

New Teaching Materials Have Wildlife Theme
The National Association for the
Advancement of Humane Education (NAAHE) will be releasing a
set of new teaching materials designed to integrate the study of
people's treatment of wildlife into
standard elementary and secondary curricula. In part, these new
materials are a response to Project
WILD, a nationally distributed environmental education program
sponsored by the Western Regional Environmental Education Council (see the Spring and Summer
1985 HSUS News).
One of the new teaching aids, ''A
Humane Teaching Guide for Project WILD," is designed for use by
Project WILD workshop attendees
who are concerned about the biases, inaccuracies, and omissions in
evidence throughout the Project
WILD activity books. This guide
provides a lesson-by-lesson analysis of Project WILD with specific
suggestions on which lessons to
delete and how to improve particular activities. It is applicable to
both the elementary and secondary
Project WILD programs.
N AAHE will be releasing two
new sets of teaching materials for
both the elementary and secondary
levels. Though these materials are
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appropriate as a supplement to
or replacement for Project WILD,
N AAHE also encourages their use
by those teachers not affiliated
with the Project WILD program.
The elementary level materials are
entitled "Sharing Our Lives With
Wildlife" and will eventually contain

seven packets to be used either separately or in conjunction with People & Animals: A Humane Education Curriculum Guide. The packets
will be available at four different
levels and will address such topics
as endangered species, humane stewardship, and conflicts with wildlife.
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Project WILD's pro-hunting stance is addressed by NAAHE materials.
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Capitol Hill
Makes Right Move

In a disappointing setback, provisions protecting wild horses and
burros from further roundups and
possible sale to slaughterhouses
were struck down during floor debates on the appropriations bill for
fiscal year 1986, held this summer
in the House.
The HSUS-backed provisions,
sponsored by Rep. Bill Green of
New York, would have prohibited
funding for roundups of these wild
animals during fiscal year 1986 until all horses and burros rounded up
during fiscal year 1985 had been
adopted and forbidden funding to
implement sale authority, should
such an authorization be passed.
Rep. John Seiberling of Ohio successfully challenged these amendments, arguing that Rep. Green
was making policy on an appropriations (or funding) bill. Such action
on an appropriations bill was ruled
unacceptable under house parliamentary procedure. Rep. Green, a
member of the appropriations committee, defended his provision by
pointing out it would both conserve
taxpayers' money and avert a future crisis of thousands of unadapted wild horses.
Currently, thousands of horses
and burros stand in crowded Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
corrals awaiting adoption. These
wild animals were rounded up during fiscal year 1985, after Sen.
James A. McClure successfully attached a $16.7 million sum for the

Many members of Congress rejoiced with animal protective groups
in July when Health and Human
Services Secretary Margaret M.
Heckler ordered the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to suspend
funding for cruel experiments at a
University of Pennsylvania headinjury clinic (see story on page 14).
Now, support is growing in the
House for permanent prohibition of
funding for this laboratory, in case
Sec. Heckler restores its funding.
Rep. Charlie Rose of North Carolina and Rep. Rod Chandler of Washington will offer a floor amendment
to the health and human services
appropriations bill to prevent any
more NIH funds from being used
to support these terrible experiments. ''There is no way to exaggerate the cruelty," they stated.
In a letter to their house colleagues, Reps. Rose and Chandler

House Gives Nod to AWA
In late July, the House passed
legislation to provide for the continued funding of the Animal W elfare Act (AW A) during fiscal year
1986, which began October 1. The
A W A program, administered by
the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA), needs at a
minimum $4.865 million to provide
inspections of animals kept in facil30

Wild horses: the threat worsens.

BLM to the 1985 appropriations
bill. This huge windfall was used
for exactly the purpose Sen. McClure intended- to remove almost
18,000 horses and burros from public rangelands.
Because the glut of unadapted
animals had been created through
the appropriations process, Rep.
Green had attempted to dispose of
it through the same channels.
Sen. McClure's outrageous appropriations coup, resulting in the
overcrowding of animals awaiting
adoption under the ELM's AdoptA-Horse program, combined with
Rep. Seiberling's success in having
any protection for the horses and
burros removed from the 1986 appropriations bill, have set the stage
for the introduction of legislation
to authorize BLM to sell horses to

anyone it wants-rodeo contractors
and slaughterhouses included. If
such proposed legislation, drafted
by Rep. Seiberling and Sen. McClure, passes, horses and burros removed from the public lands but
not adopted would be sold at auctions. Their probable buyers would
be slaughterhouses or other mass
users.
It is likely that sale authority
will be part of the omnibus public
lands legislation which will deal
with many rangelands issues.
Continue to help us try to save
these animals from sale to slaughterhouses! Write your senators and
congressman, voicing your objection to sale authority. Ask them to
head off a wholesale slaughter by
using their influence to save the
wild horses and burros.

ities such as zoos, circuses, puppy
mills, laboratories, and aquariums.
The original budget proposal given to Congress by President Reagan in February eliminated all
funding for the AW A. However,
action taken by The HSUS and
others convinced the House Agriculture Appropriations Subcommittee to restore the funding as
part of the appropriations bill. If
funding for the A W A had not been

included in the budget for fiscal
year 1986, all inspections made by
the USDA as part of the A W A program would have come to an abrupt halt at the end of September.
Now, the Senate Agriculture Appropriations Subcommittee must
propose its version of funding for
fiscal year 1986. The HSUS will
continue to work to see that this
vital funding is part of the USDA
budget approved by the Senate.
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Summer Champions
For their unusual efforts on behalf of legislation to protect animals, The HSUS would like to
thank:
• Rep. Charlie Rose of North Carolina and Rep. Rod Chandler of
Washington for developing and
sponsoring an amendment to prohibit permanently funding of the
head-trauma laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania.
• Rep. Bill Green of New York for
shepherding through the appropriations committee and gallantly
defending an amendment prohibiting funding for roundups of wild
horses during fiscal year 1986.
• Rep. Sidney R. Yates of Illinois
and Rep. Ralph Regula of Ohio for

assert that, "The lab's officials are
more concerned with research welfare-with keeping the grant going
and the funds and jobs that come
with it-than they are in producing
something useful to medical science and the taxpayers." Already,
many congressmen, both liberal
and conservative, have agreed with
them and have signed as cosponsors of the amendment.
The HSUS will be working hard
to see that, should Sec. Heckler decide to restore funding, this amendment will pass the house and the
Pennsylvania lab will be permanently closed.
Sec. Heckler needs to hear from
you 1) congratulating her for her initial decision to suspend funding,
and 2) urging her to make that
judgment permanent. Write:
Secretary Margaret M. Heckler
Department of Health and
Human Services
200 Independence A venue, SW
Washington, DC 20201

their support and defense of the
Green provision. Their help, as
chairman of the interior appropriations subcommittee and ranking
Republican, respectively, was invaluable.
• The following senators who helped
end the commercial harvest of fur
seals:
Carl Levin of Michigan and Bob
Packwood of Oregon, who led the
charge to end the hunt, and Claiborn Pell of Rhode Island, John
Kerry of Massachusetts, Christopher J. Dodd of Connecticut,
Paul S. Sarbanes of Maryland, Edward Zorinsky of Nebraska, and
Alan Cranston of California for
staving off the opposition in the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.

FWS Bird Quotas Opposed
The HSUS continued its ongoing
efforts to protect migratory birds
this summer. In June, we showed
that seasons needed to be closed
and more research done to protect
several species of ducks and pigeons in Puerto Rico. We also protested the September kill of mourning doves in the continental United
States.
In August, we took to task the
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) for
failing to protect many U.S. species of ducks and geese. Numbers
of these birds are at their lowest
points in many years, especially in
the midwest, and FWS's regulations won't help them recover. We
called for closure of hunting seasons on black ducks in the east and

Mourning dove season· we zmnt it cwsed

midwest, dusky Canada geese in the
far west, and tundra swans in North
Carolina, and for closed seasons or
substantial kill reductions for other
species. We also strongly protested
the increased kill proposed for North
Carolina's swan season. The FWS
swan decision makes a mockery of
the whole system for protecting migratory birds since, although supposedly for the purposes of population research, it is really nothing
more than a thinly disguised sport
hunt.

Any member .of the Senate may be reached c/o The U.S. Senate, Washington, DC 20510.
Any representative may be reached c/o The House of Representatives, Washington, DC 20515.
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West Coast
Action Needed from USDA
The West Coast Regional Office
has learned that the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) investigated an animal dealer from Lebanon, Ore., in 1983 after complaints
were received that dogs found at
S & S Farms had been taken from
their owners under false pretenses.
The USDA had begun its investigation after an Albany, Ore., resident was arrested for allegedly taking two dogs listed in classified ads
as giveaways. A Corvallis woman
had contacted authorities when she
discovered that the man who had
accepted her dog had given a false
name, address, and phone number.
According to the USDA, James W.
Hickey, operator of S & S Farms,
got one of the dogs back from a
research laboratory after the complaints were made. USDA's investigation, however, resulted only in
a letter of warning from its Office
of General Counsel in February, 1984,
admonishing Mr. Hickey that full
compliance with the Animal Welfare
Act was required and that formal
action would be taken in the event
of future violations.
Although under intermittent investigation since then, Mr. Hickey,
who is believed to be one of the
largest federally licensed dealers on
the west coast now supplying dogs
and cats from pounds to research
facilities, has only recently again
come to the USDA's attention after local authorities found a stolen
dog at his kennel in Lebanon. Linn
County sheriff's deputies cited Mr.
Hickey on a charge of second degree theft (receiving stolen property) on June 10, 1985, for the May
theft of a dog belonging to a Benton County resident. Authorities
there arrested a teenage boy in relation to the case. HSUS investigator Eric Sakach has learned that
the district attorney's office has
filed three more cases against Mr.
Hickey since his arrest. In August,
the youth in the Benton County
32

dog theft was convicted with the gional Office, which assisted Assemhelp of the Heartland Humane So- blyman Herger with his research,
ciety, which assisted authorities supports A.B. 1810.
during their investigation.
"What we're most concerned about
right now," said West Coast Regional Director Char Drennon, " .. .is
the USDA's [general counsel's] ability to act swiftly and decisively on
the cases that have been sent back
[to Washington] by USDA staff in
Oregon. We know that the cases
were sent weeks ago." In response
to a letter from Ms. Drennon sent
in May, USDA's General Counsel §
Daniel Oliver wrote that the Hickey ~
case was being updated and evalu- ..§
ated. "I think it is incredible that ~
the Office of General Counsel hasn't
at least temporarily suspended his Don Alexander (left) and Daryl Schlos[Hickey's] license as an interim
ser, vice president and president of the
measure,'' Ms. Drennon continued.
Humane Society of the Desert in Palm
"Our sources tell us that s & S
Springs, CaL, helped to place more than
Farms has been supplying animals 100 HSUS posters warning motorists
1

to some of the same research facilities that were relinquished by Henry Knudsen.'' Animal dealer Knudsen was sentenced to six months in
jail, fined, and released on probation after pleading no contest to
animal cruelty charges in Oregon in
April (see the Summer 1985 HSUS
News).
The West Coast Regional Office
is asking HSUS members to contact USDA's Office of General Counsel and urge that it move forward
with a hearing on this matter as
soon as possible. Please write: U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Office
of General Counsel, Washington, DC
20250.

More Training Due Soon
When Assemblyman Wally Herger's A.B. 1810 becomes law, more
training will be required for California's humane officers. While many
local humane societies already require that candidates be trained in
various areas of law enforcement,
others do not, and the only requirement called for at the state level is
that the officer successfully complete a course in arrest and firearms if the officer will be armed as
part of the job. TheWest Coast Re-

not to leave pets in cars at all major shoJr
ping centers, car agencies, and grocery
stores in the southern part of Riverside
County.

Academy, Academy...
The campus of Willamette University in Salem, Ore., served as
the site for the twenty-third session of The HSUS Animal Control
Academy in July, co-hosted by the
Humane Society of the Willamette
Valley. This was the first time the
two-week course has been offered
in the northwest and attendance
was excellent. Students came from
as far away as Alaska.
West Coast Regional Investigator Eric Sakach served on the faculty of the California State Humane
Officer's Training Academy, hosted
by the Marin Humane Society in
Novato, Cal., in April. Sponsored
by the California State Humane
Association, the fifty-four-hour
course is accredited through the
N orthem California Criminal Justice Training and Education Center
at Santa Rosa Junior College.

Open-Door Plan
Animal-welfare activists strongly support legislation that would
authorize humane officers to make
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West Coast (continued)

unannounced visits to research facilities in California. Under the provisions of S.B. 1405, properly trained
California state humane officers
would be allowed access to university and private research facilities
to check compliance with state and
federal statutes covering animal welfare.
According to a May 1985 General Accounting Office Report to
Congress, USDA/APHIS did not

Great Lakes
Newly Coordinated
The Great Lakes Regional Office
is pleased to announce an important addition to its staff. On May
first, Kurt Lapham became program coordinator, working on various HSUS programs as well as assisting humane societies, animalcontrol agencies, and governmental
bodies with implementing their
programs.
Mr. Lapham formerly was director of operations at the Oakland
(Cal.) SPCA and director of animal
control for the Peninsula (Cal.) Humane Society.

make any inspections on 151 of the
288 research facilities in California
during the 1983 fiscal year. Although S.B. 1405 has passed in the
Senate, strong support will be necessary when it goes to the Assembly and the governor because of
fierce opposition from the University of California and other research
institutions. HSUS members wishing to help with this legislation
should also write to the Assemblyman in their home districts to urge
his or her support.

field trial events, apparently satisfied to consign their losers to experimentation if they didn't bring
home a trophy.
Animals were held in makeshift
cages or staked out in the hot sun.
Few had shade, food, or water.
The Great Lakes Regional Office
continues to expose these kinds of
cruelties as part of the HSUS campaign to end the animal slave
trade.

"Trade Days"-"Dog Days"
The Great Lakes Regional Office
worked this past summer to document the suffering of animals sold
for research at "trade days."
In May, Program Coordinator
Kurt Lapham and Field Investigator Bob Baker went to southeastem Ohio to witness the handling of
animals at a huge market. The
event included three days of field
trials for hunting dogs as well as
the selling and trading of hundreds
of dogs and other items. On the
premises, our investigators saw the
truck of a well-known animal research dealer from another state.
Many dog owners took their animals directly to the dealer's truck if
the dog failed to perform well in the
The Humane Society News • Fall1985

John A. Hoyt, HSUS president (third
from left) presented the keynote address at the dedication of the Michigan
Humane Society's Westland Charitable
Animal Hospital in August. With him
at the podium are David Wills, executive director of the Michigan Humane
Society; Mrs. Irving Rose, president of
the Michigan Humane Society; and Ms.
Susan Schurman, president of the Michigan Federation of Humane Societies.

Gulf States
Saying "No" in San Antonio
The Gulf States Regional Office
recently learned that San Antonio,
Tex., is selling 600 stray dogs per
year to the University of Texas
Health Science Center for experiments.
This disclosure comes at a time
when a nationwide effort is underway to outlaw the practice of releasing unclaimed shelter animals
for research.
The Gulf States office has asked
Mayor Henry Cisneros of San Antonio to stop this practice. We urge
all citizens of San Antonio to write
Mayor Cisneros and the local newspapers to demand the halt to pound
seizure.

Oklahoma Fails
We are sorry to report the defeat
of H.B. 1190, which would have required the spaying and neutering
of all animals adopted from Oklahoma shelters. If enacted, H.B. 1190
would have helped slow down the
tragic destruction of unwanted puppies and kittens in the state.
Unfortunately, a misunderstanding of the bill's proposed requirements and lack of accurate communication among Oklahoma
humanitarians led to H.B. 1190's
defeat at the last moment.
The Gulf States office and Oklahoma humane societies are planning to meet to hammer out all details so that there won't be a repeat
of this year's failure when the measure is reintroduced in the 1986 legislative session.

Watching Can Be Costly
Twelve people in Fort Smith, Ark.,
have been fined $2,000 each for attending a dogfight. The HSUS and
Arkansas humane societies worked
hard to get a strong anti-dogfight
law passed in that state and are
gratified to see that effort paying
off in stiff fines.
In the past, people attending dog33

backwards this year by passing the
so-called Sportsman's Rights Act.
This bill makes it illegal for anyone
fights could not be charged with to protest or oppose hunting if the
any violation. Under the new law,
hunter thinks he is being "interanyone witnessing, promoting, enfered with."
gaging in, owning, or training a
The HSUS asked legislators to
dog for fighting can be fined not oppose the bill in light of the fact
less than $1,000 nor more than that anyone injured by hunting
$5,000.
protesters is protected under maliThe Arkansas dogfight came to cious mischief and assault-andlight during a drug investigation
battery laws already on the books.
conducted by the state police. A
We have tried to make clear to the
dozen lawmen were involved in the lawmakers that wildlife, under law,
raid and arrested fifteen people.
does not belong to hunters any
Charges were also brought for pos- more than it does to nonhunters
session of illegal firearms and and that hunters do not merit spedrugs.
cial consideration over their nonOne defendant's eleven-year-old
hunting fellow citizens.
son was videotaping the dogfight
The Gulf States office sent hunat the time of the raid. Played dur- dreds of letters and Action Alerts
ing the court trial as evidence, the to Texas members urging them to
tape graphically depicted dogs rip- oppose the bill. Judging from the
ping each other apart while the response we received, many people
crowd shouted for more.
did. Gov. Mark White's office reportDuring the last several years, The edly considered a veto of the bill,
Gulf States office has campaigned but in the end, the hunters' interfor stronger anti-dogfight laws for
ests won out.
all four states (Texas, Arkansas, OkWe believe that, if this law is
lahoma, Louisiana). We have been ever actually invoked, it could be
successful in every state!
struck down as unconstitutional.
Until then, it is regrettable to see anDark Day for Hunting Foes imal exploiters prevail in the short
Texas has taken a giant step term.

Gulf States (continued)

Southeast (continued)

Southeast
Dogfighter Jailed
Clarence Harris, convicted in Tallahassee, Fla., for cruelty to animals and operating a dogfighting
facility, has begun serving a oneyear sentence in the Leon County
Jail.
Prior to his May, 1984, conviction,
Mr. Harris had been sentenced to
six years' probation and a $3,000
fine for gambling and dogfighting
in Mitchell County, Ga. The HSUS
was instrumental in the investigation and prosecution of both criminal cases.
Mr. Harris, a mail clerk with the
Florida Game and Fresh Water
Fish Commission, was fired from
his position after the Georgia conviction. He appealed to the Florida
Career Service Commission to be
reinstated, but the panel ruled the
game commission acted properly in
dismissing him. Harris's conviction
was a public embarrassment to the
commission, the panel stated, since
it often deals with animal-welfare
groups.

Another Round in Florida

North Central
Good-bye, Greyhounds
The greyhound-racing industry
has again failed in its effort to introduce racing in Illinois. Racing
proponents launched a major attempt to legalize the sport over a
year ago by trying to make racing
more attractive to mid-state communities. The pro-racing contingent suggested that the revenue
generated from the tracks would be
used to lower property taxes and
assist the state's educational fund.
It was the most concerted attempt
ever to convince lawmakers to allow this cruel activity in the state.
Why? Illinois, the fifth largest state
34

in the country, with 11.5 million
residents, could have been profitable territory for greyhound-racing
promoters.
Animal-welfare organizations
argued that racing supporters had
grossly overestimated the revenue
potential and rejected a proposal
from the industry that humane societies share in track profits. ''The
industry was offering 'blood money'
to animal-welfare agencies and they
thought it would get us off their
back,'' said North Central Regional
Director Frantz Dantzler. "Undoubtedly, the issue will surface again,
and, while animal-welfare groups
can share credit for the industry's
failure, we need to realize that the
next fight may be even tougher,"
he warned.

Animal-control agencies in four
Florida counties continue to release
many former pets to research facilities.
Thwarted in our efforts to ban
pound seizure in Florida in 1985,
we are going to try again next session. State Representative Ray Liberti has already introduced H.B.
14, which is identical to last year's
unsuccessful H.B. 600.
We need the help of all Florida
HSUS members to prohibit pound
seizure! Please call or write your
state representatives. Ask them to
support, or better yet, cosponsor
H.B. 14.
The Liberti bill will require that
animal shelters return animals to
their rightful owners, offer them
for adoption to new homes, or de-
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stroy unplaced animals by painless
euthanasia.
Since pound seizure is in direct
conflict with the concept of a shelter as a humane refuge, we hope to
report victory for H.B. 14 before
long!

Scientific Response
The Southeast Regional Office
has contacted 142 Florida school
superintendents and science-education consultants to offer assistance in implementing the new
state law restricting the uses of animals in grades kindergarten through
twelve. We have· made available
hundreds of copies of "The Living
Science: A Humane Approach to
the Study of Animals in Elementary
and Secondary School Biology'' and
other HSUS materials that promote
non-painful observational studies
for classroom and science fair projects.
The response so far from Florida
teachers has been very encouraging.

New England
Calling All New Englanders
The Yankee Pedlar Inn in Holyoke, Mass., will be the site of an
HSUS regional membership meeting on November 9, 1985. Members
and guests will have an opportunity to meet regional office and
education division staff members,
learn about current issues of concern on local and national levels,
preview some excellent videotapes
on animal welfare, and learn what
can be done to solve animal problems on a local level.
Mr. Dommers notes, "Our membership meetings are always an enriching and energizing experience
for all who attend. It's an excellent
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public to support this worthwhile
group because they have, for nearly
two decades, exemplified the humane
ethic."

Mid-Atlantic
For the Birds

Governor Not Fooled

Raptors from eleven states have
been treated, rehabilitated, and released by Len and Diane Soucy,
founders of The Raptor Trust in
Millington, N.J. On their fifteen-acre
center abutting the Great Swamp
National Wildlife Refuge in northern
New Jersey, the Soucys have handled thousands of raptors in their
eighteen years of rehabilitation.
On an average day in spring, the
couple has about 250 birds in their
yard-everything from robins to a
great homed owl. In recent years,
Mr. Soucy has documented cases of
endangered and threatened birds
caught in steel-jaw leghold traps.
This vital information has helped
to bring about the ban on steel-jaw
leghold traps in New Jersey.
Representatives of several state
newspapers were on hand last June
when HSUS regional director Nina
Austenberg presented a certificate
of appreciation to the Soucys. Ms.
Austenberg told the media gathered
at the award ceremony, "I urge the

In a last ditch effort to overturn
the wishes of New Jersey citizens
concerning the steel-jaw leghold
trap, the New Jersey Fish and
Game Council tried unsuccessfully
to allow trappers to use the "soft
catch" trap for the 1985-86 hunting and trapping season. Animalwelfare activists, bolstered by a column written by Star-Ledger reporter Lois Stevenson and HSUS Action Alerts, bombarded Gov. Thomas H. Kean's office with calls and
mail.
In his response to members and
friends, the governor wrote:
"I am proud that New Jersey
stands as a humane state. I appreciate the efforts many organizations and animal-welfare groups
have shown to prevent the use of
the 'soft catch' trap, and, I support
these efforts. I assure you that in
my capacity as governor, I will do
all in my power to prevent the use
of these traps."

opportunity for individuals and
groups to meet with others with common goals and interests.''
For information, write the New
England Regional Office, P.O. Box
362, East Haddam, CT 06423.

WILD Vermont
Patty Finch, director of The
HSUS' s education division, and
John Dommers recently attended a
Project WILD steering committee
meeting in Montpelier, Vt., to express concern about the implementation of the curriculum guides in the
Green Mountain State. The HSUS
and other animal,... welfare groups in
the region will continue to pressure
state and local officials not to use
Project WILD guides in their present form (see the Summer 1985
HSUS News).
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(From left) Patty Finch, NAAHE director; Bonnie Dodson, Vermont advisor
to Friends of Animals; Fay Abbott,
president of People for Animal Rights;
and John Dommers, HSUS regional director, discuss problems with Project
WILD outside Vermont state office
buildings.
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Veterinarians Sue to Close
Spay-Neuter Clinic
Four individual veterinarians,
along with the Northeastem Pennsylvania Veterinary Medical Association, have sued to stop the Humane
Society of Lackawanna County
(HSLC), Penn., from owning and
operating a veterinary clinic. The
suit, now pending in state court,
charges HSLC with unlicensed practice of veterinary medicine; violation of state corporation law; intent
to monopolize the rendering of veterinary services in the local market
through deliberate price-cutting
and saturating the market with advertising; and unfair competition
with commercial veterinary hospitals by treating animals below reasonable cost.
The complaint also alleges that
HSLC, because of its operation of
the clinic, has no valid claim to its
exemption from federal, state, and
local taxes and is, therefore, soliciting tax-deductible donations improperly and illegally.
The veterinarians have asked the
court to enjoin HSLC from any further operation of the clinic and to order HSLC to return all fees earned
from the clinic.
The HSLC clinic limits its services to spaying and neutering
operations.
This significant case has not yet
come to trial.

Ohio Bucking Strap Law
Upheld by Court of Appeals
Since 1965, Ohio state law has
prohibited the use of devices, such
as the bucking strap, that stimulate the performance of animals in
public spectacles such as circuses
and rodeos. In a case involving a
challenge to this law as it applies
to a bucking strap, an Ohio trial
court, after reviewing expert testimony, recently concluded that such
straps were not harmful and that,
therefore, the legislature had no power to prohibit them. Fortunately,
the Ohio Court of Appeals has since
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charging Provimi Veal Corporation, a major white veal producer,
with acts or omissions that constitute unfair or deceptive acts or
practices, alleging that, were the
details of the cruelties involved in
the confinement and rearing of the
factory-farmed veal calves fully
revealed to consumers, they would
not purchase and eat this meat.
The suit asks that this method of
"intensive farming" be prohibited
and enjoined. If successful, this
lawsuit may stop Provimi's prorn
duction or sale of white veal in
~
~ Massachusetts, including the sale
The bucking strap: it is outlawed again 1 of veal produced elsewhere.
in Ohio.

disagreed and ruled that the state
legislature has broad powers to protect animals from cruelty and that
the state courts should not secondguess the legislature's judgment.
The court of appeals reviewed the
same expert testimony and found
significant evidence of the strap's
harmfulness:
According to expert testimony
presented by the prosecution, a
bucking strap is applied to one
of the most sensitive areas of
an animal's body where there
are no bony structures to provide protection for the internal
organs. The bucking produced
by the tightening of the strap
is, from this standpoint, viewed
as an act of self-defense, by
virtue of which the animal attempts to remove a foreign object that causes unnatural pressure and pain and that may
result in pressure sores and internal injuries.
Longhorn World Championship
Rodeo, Inc., the defendant-appellee in this case, has appealed the decision to the Ohio Supreme Court.

Deceptive Practices
Charged in White Veal Suit
In a legal maneuver strongly
supported by The HSUS, the Animal Legal Defense Fund has recently filed suit in Massachusetts

Lacey Act Violator
Gets Fifteen Years
A federal court in Montana has
sentenced a poacher to fifteen years'
imprisonment following his conviction on thirty-three counts of violating the Lacey Act, which prohibits trafficking in protected wildlife.
The defendant, Loren Ellison, had
been killing wildlife illegally or
leading hunters to rare animals for
some time before his career was abruptly ended when he offered to sell
a grizzly bear hide for $5,000 to an
undercover agent for the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (FWS).
The illegal wildlife trade constitutes a business estimated to net
up to $100 billion annually. The extreme rarity of many protected species is what makes them so valuable
and their destruction so tragic.
The government spent three
years on the "sting" operation that
led to the Ellison conviction. This
favorable outcome may make the
government more willing to devote
the time and resources necessary to
gain convictions and deter others
who make a living hunting or trading in protected species.

Plan Ahead for the Holidays
Let the charm and
energy of this colorful
"togetherness" scene
brighten the holiday
season for your friends,
family, and neighbors.
Order the 1985 HSUS
greeting card, designed
by New Yorker and

Washington Post artist
Susan Davis, while
supplies are plentiful.
Cards are 5" x 7" and
in full color. Inside is the
message, "As we share our
friendship this joyous
season, Let none be called
the least." Each package

of twenty-five cards and
envelopes costs $7; $6 if
you order four or more
packages.
Our greeting cards
become more and more
popular every year. Order
yours now, before they
are all gone!

-----------~-----------------------

HSVS Greeting G1rd Order Form
Please send me
OR

1

2
(circle one)

3

package(s) of HSUS greeting cards at $7 per package

please send me--;-;------,----,- packages of HSUS greeting cards at $6 per package
(4 or more)

I enclose $_ _ _ __
Send the cards to:
Name

Address

The Law Notes are compiled by
HSUS General Counsel Murdaugh
Stuart Madden and Associate Counsel Roger Kindler.
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City

Make all checks or money orders payable
HSUS Greeting Cards
2100 L Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037

State
to

Zip

The HSUS and send this coupon to:

Orders will be sent by UPS and must be delivered to a street address. Please do not use a P.O. box.

8113

12" X 12"
Open to
12" X 24"

8111

1986 Will Be Grrreatl
With Bo-Tree's colorful wall calendars.
Beautiful photos and lots of room for
writing make these very special calendars.
They also support your HSUS, too!

Order 3 or more calendars and receive a
10%·(,,.:discount!
Name
'
Address
State _ _ Zip

City
How
Many

Code

B111
B112
B113
B114
B115
B134

Calendar

Price

Whales &Friends
Cats
Horses
Bless The Beasts
Doaaone
Baby Animals To Love

Total

8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
7.00
Total Order

10% Discount 3 or More
Subtotal

Mail to
Bo-Tree Productions
Dept. HSUS
3535E . Wier#S
Phoemx, AZ 85040
(602) 243-1684

(Arizona and California residents
add applicable sales tax.)
(First calendar $1.50; additional
calendars add 50¢ each.)

Sales Tax
Shipping

Amount Enclosed
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